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Abstract  

Examining the accessibility and restrictions of sacred spaces in the Ancient Greek world 

can help us to better understand the past use of the space and the community that oversaw the 
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space. Ancient literary sources give hints on how the conceptualized boundaries (the temenos, 

abaton, and adyton) of sacred sites functioned and affected access to sites. Literary and 

epigraphic evidence indicate general restrictions placed on visitors to sanctuaries, relating to 

such issues as purity and gender regulations.  

Archaeological remains can help to determine the ways that spatial configurations at sites 

might have reflected potential sacred restrictions. The literary evidence and the archaeological 

remains both indicate a pattern in terms of accessibility at sanctuary sites. When political control 

or complexity increases in a community, the shrines under the influence of those communities 

develop more restrictions and regulations. Evidence from Minoan peak sanctuaries, Mycenaean 

sanctuaries within palatial centers, and Archaic-Classical sanctuaries suggests that access at 

sanctuary sites were dictated to a large degree by political control. At times when political 

complexity and competition increased within communities, tighter restrictions can be seen 

developing at sacred sites controlled by these communities. The exception to this pattern of 

development seems to be rural and mountaintop sanctuaries.  

Rural and mountaintop sanctuaries are often more removed from political regulation and 

are instead run by smaller local settlements. These sites appear to have fewer restrictions 

imposed on them by governmental bodies, and instead tend to develop strong mythic traditions 

and superstitions that serve to enforce behavior and access at the sites. The region of Arkadia 

displays this alternative model of development and can be seen in the development of rural and 

mountaintop sites like Mt. Lykaion. These access and restrictions patterns can provide insight 

into the political and religious lives of the communities in charge of sanctuaries. 

 Introduction 
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Religion in ancient Greece was pervasive in many aspects of life including the economic, 

cultural, and political spheres. The ancient Greeks seemed to perceive the entire physical 

landscape as suffused with the presence of the gods. Zeus could come down as a lighting strike at 

any moment, a nymph could flit through any grove, and any mountain was fair game for the 

beloved Pan. In this sense, sacred and secular divisions of land did not truly exist. In addition, 

spaces were often complex and dynamic. They could be exploited for any number of concurrent 

uses, which could change over time. However, the establishment and development of specific 

sacred sites points to some form of distinction between how Greek communities reflected their 

belief system at sites whose primary or only function was sacred compared to other spaces with 

primarily secular functions. 

 Areas of significant ritual and religious importance arise at least as early as the Early 

Bronze Age with the appearance of peak sanctuaries on Crete in the EM period (3000-2000 

BCE). Observable distinct sacred sites can also be seen in the later Mycenaean period (1600-

1100 BCE), especially at the palatial sites. A large increase in the number of sacred spaces is 

seen in the historic period with the rise of the polis starting in the 8th c BCE. These designated 

sanctuary sites often have clearly defined boundaries of activity, which function to mark off the 

sacred from the ‘profane’ world. They could be natural topographic features or anthropogenic 

structures. Accessibility to sacred space was in large part determined by these boundaries, 

starting with the outermost boundary and least restrictive, the temenos, and ending with the 

innermost and most sacred, referred to as an abaton or adyton. 

This thesis aims to evaluate access at sanctuary sites, focusing predominantly (but not 

exclusively) on the Early Bronze Age through the Archaic period (c. 3000 BCE - 480 BCE). We 

shall do this first by assessing the ancient literary sources on how the conceptualized boundaries 
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(the temenos, abaton, and adyton) of sacred sites are described, as well as general restrictions 

placed on visitors to sanctuaries, relating to such issues as purity and gender regulations. The 

archaeological remains are then examined to see the ways that spatial configurations at sites may 

reflect potential sacred restrictions, with a special focus on rural and mountain sanctuaries. As far 

as possible, literary sources contemporary to the archaeological evidence is evaluated. In some 

cases, however, later sources, especially epigraphical evidence, are used either for comparison, 

as quotations of earlier authors, or because they provide relevant information to the topic. I 

attempt to use archaeological examples within the time period stated above, though I discuss the 

Mycenaean through Classical Athenian Acropolis (in Chapter Two), as I believe the information 

for the Classical period is useful for the discussion of spatial organization and liminal zones 

(map 1). Using literary and archaeological evidence I aim to evaluate how temenos, abaton, and 

adyton boundaries affected levels of access at sanctuary sites as well as how those levels of 

access vary in mountaintop sanctuaries. As I will demonstrate below, much of the previous 

scholarship on this topic has focused on more specific components of sanctuary access, and does 

not typically include rural or mountaintop shrines.  

Previous scholarship  

Scholarship in the field of Greek religion is vast and multifaceted. In terms of the 

archaeological evidence for accessibility to sanctuaries, much of the previous scholarship has 

focused on individual components of the sites, especially the architecture. Bergquist in 1967 was 

the first to systematically evaluate the form and layout of Archaic temene.1 She worked on 

developing a typology around criteria including size, shape, and alignment with other 

architectural elements. Her work allows one to compare temene to each other and to see how the 

                                                 
1 Bergquist 1967. 
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temenos helps define the boundaries of a site. Hasaki, in her MA thesis at the University of 

Cincinnati in 1995, used Bergquist’s work as a foundation for her study but focused on the 

material and technology used to fence temene, as well as how the term temenos is used in ancient 

literature. Her work heavily informed my own section on temene in the ancient literature and 

served as a model for my study of the terms abaton and adyton. 2 Thalmann and Hollinshead 

both analyzed how the inner room of a temple, referred to in modern architectural terms as an 

adyton, actually functioned within the sanctuary. Thalmann in 1976 was the first to compare how 

the term was applied in modern contexts and how it was used in ancient contexts.3 Hollinshead 

in 1985 built on Thalmann’s work by evaluating the inner rooms of several Artemis temples and 

determined that the rooms served storage functions more often than ritual ones.4 These works 

allow for a better understanding of the function and development of adyta. To my knowledge, no 

comprehensive scholarship exists on the uses of the abaton in ancient Greece with the exception 

of abata at healing sanctuaries. These abata, however, refer to a specific functional area at 

healing sanctuaries and is not the function of the term I evaluate in this thesis.  

Scholarship on sacred laws is much more extensive. Parker and Lupu were among the 

first to begin investigating the topic in the corpus of inscriptions that had been collected into 

various volumes throughout more than a century by von Prott, Ziehen, and Sokolowski among 

others.5 They worked to create a comprehensive guide to ancient inscriptions including 

translations and the historical contexts for when and where the inscriptions were originally 

                                                 
2 Hasaki 1995. 
3 Thalmann 1976, and 1988. 
4 Hollinshead 1985, and1999. Hollinshead has also done work with monumental steps and how they can direct and 
shape ceremony at sacred spaces. The topic is extremely interesting and relates to the larger idea of how architecture 
can direct ritual in sacred spaces but I do not discuss monumental steps in the scope of this thesis. See Hollinshead, 
Mary B. "Monumental steps and the shaping of ceremony." Architecture of the Sacred: Space, Ritual, and 
Experience from Classical Greece to Byzantium 2012: 27-65.  
5 Parker 2004, 2011, Lupu 2005, 2009, von Prott and Ziehen 1896-1906, Sokolowski 1955, 1962, 1969. 
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created. Without their volumes and translations, any comments in this thesis about epigraphical 

evidence would not have been possible. Theoretical concepts of access likewise have a lengthy 

history of scholarship. Leach in 1976 pioneered theories on liminality in terms of psychology.6 

His work focused on defining liminality as a psychological term and evaluating how the term 

applied to specific significant moments of transition in people’s lives, such as marriage.   

Numerous scholars have published on Minoan peak sanctuaries on Crete. Myers was the 

first to use the term ‘peak sanctuary’ to refer to the sanctuary sites in his excavations.7 

Rutkowski began work on Minoan peak sanctuaries initially suggesting twenty-two definite sites 

and seventeen potential ones.8 He determined a more concrete definition based on the types of 

votive finds at these sites. More recently (since the 1980s), Peatfield has published an impressive 

amount of work on these sanctuaries, working to better define what is meant by peak sanctuaries 

and limiting the number of sites considered as ‘official’ peak sanctuaries.9 His work emphasizes 

the importance of the peaks’ spatial relationship with nearby settlements, especially line of sight 

and time necessary to travel to the peak.  

In terms of Mycenaean cult places, Lupack has worked extensively on Mycenaean 

religion and society. Her work spans from discussions of religion in Linear B to a survey of 

Mycenaean sanctuaries in a chapter of the Cambridge Companion to Greek Religion.10 Her work 

was particularly helpful for information on Mycenaean sanctuaries and provides an extensive 

bibliography on Mycenaean religion and cult. Wardle’s 2016 work on the Mycenaean Cult 

Centre was particularly enlightening in terms of dating activity at the site and how it developed 

                                                 
6 Leach 1976. 
7 Myers 1902-3. 
8 Rutkowski 1986, 1988.  
9 Peatfield 1980, 1983, 1987, 1992. 
10 Lupack 2006, 2008, 2011, 2014.  
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in comparison to the lower town settlement.11 Alberti, in a recent University of Arizona Master’s 

thesis, discusses access levels in Mycenaean palaces.12 She used measurements from areas of 

significance in the palaces in order to determine the number of people that could realistically 

gather within the open spaces.  Less scholarship is currently available on mainland mountaintop 

sanctuaries, though Belis has explored this issue in a 2015 doctoral dissertation at Princeton 

University.13 Langdon has written a short article on the significance of mountains in Greek 

religion that provides a good general survey but does not go into much detail.14 Langdon in 2000 

has also published on his excavations from the Sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Hymmetus.  The 

Sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Lykaion was first excavated and published by Kourouniotis in the 

beginning of the 20th century.15 He excavated in the upper sanctuary, which includes the ash altar 

at 1380 m. asl and 25 m. lower in the area near the modern day church of Prophites Elitas, which 

he identified as the temenos mentioned by Pausanias. Kourouniotis also worked in the lower 

sanctuary of Mt. Lykaion and excavated multiple 4th c BCE buildings, including the areas of a 

stoa, xenon, and processional corridor. Excavation is currently ongoing in a collaborative project 

through the ASCSA and includes University of Arizona professors Romano and Voyatzis.16 

Mahoney in a University of Penn dissertation evaluated the cult of Zeus Lykaios and argued for 

the etymology of the epithet Lykaios.17 Belis in her work likewise addressed the sanctuary of 

Zeus on Mount Lykaion in the context of other mountaintop sanctuaries. These publications have 

                                                 
11 Wardle 2016. 
12 Alberti 2016. 
13 Belis 2015. Her dissertation surveys mountain top sanctuaries and their role in Greek religion beginning in the 
Bronze Age and including Mount Lykaion. However, the dissertation is not yet publically available.  
14 Langdon 1976, 2000. 
15 Kourouniotes 1904. 
16 Romano and Voyatzis 2010, 2013, 2014, 2015. 
17 Mahoney 2016. 
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allowed me to analyze the peculiarities of the mountaintop sanctuary on Mt. Lykaion and its 

mythical abaton/temenos within the contexts of other abata and temene.   

 This previous scholarship has been essential to my study of access at sanctuary sites. In 

the following thesis I attempt to take a broader look at sanctuary sites than has been done in the 

past. In the first chapter I define how the terms temenos, abaton, and adyton appear in ancient 

literature. I used Hasaki’s 1985 MA thesis from the University of Cincinnati as a basis for the 

study of the term temenos and applied her method to abaton and adyton. In Chapter Two I 

discuss general categories of restrictions as they appear in literature, and especially in sacred 

laws. In doing so, I believe we can gain a better perspective on why restrictions develop and how 

appear in the literary record. The restrictions can stem from religious ideologies such as the 

necessity for purity in a place associated with deities, to purely practical reasons such as calendar 

restrictions for the sake of security at the site. In Chapter Three, I begin by looking at the layouts 

of several Bronze Age sanctuaries at Minoan and Mycenaean sites and consider the peculiarities 

of the Mycenaean sanctuary of Zeus on Mt Lykaion. Mt. Lykaion contains the earliest literary 

mention of a sacred abaton and in the early phases of the site does not conform to many of the 

developmental patterns seen at other sacred sites. I consider approaches and movement 

restrictions through the sites as they appear in natural or built structures. I then look at the 

Sanctuary of Hera on Samos and the Athenian Acropolis, using the same methodology. After 

discussing these sites, I turn to the more rural areas of groves and mountaintop sanctuaries in 

Chapter Four. I discuss the region of Arkadia in more detail as it was considered one of the 

oldest and most remote regions in Greece by ancient authors. The region provides an alternative 

model of development and how rural sites differ in terms of accessibility.  
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 I aim to show that levels of access at sanctuary sites were dictated to a large degree by 

political control. At times when political complexity and competition increases within 

communities, tighter restrictions can be seen developing at sacred sites controlled by these 

communities. Rural and mountaintop sanctuaries are often more removed from political 

regulation and are instead run by smaller local settlements. These sites appear to have fewer 

restrictions imposed on them by governmental bodies, and instead tend to develop strong mythic 

traditions and superstitions that serve to enforce behavior and access at the sites.  In the next 

chapter we look at the how the terms temenos, abaton, and adyton appear in the ancient 

literature.      
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Chapter 1: Temenos, Abaton, and Adyton: Definitions and Applications 

Architectural or landscape settings are active agents in the ritual process; architecture 

does not simply provide a shelter for events but can serve to magnify and elevate them. The 

establishment of spatial boundaries through the altering of the landscape and the placement of 

architecture is an ever-present feature of artistic and archaeological survivals from antiquity. It is 

crucial then to take into account the landscape at any given sanctuary site and how space was 

organized in order to better understand the past use of the area. Before turning to the physical 

remains of sites to attempt to determine patterns in space restriction, evaluating terms associated 

with boundaries, especially those used in both modern and ancient contexts, can help improve 

our understanding of sacred spaces and better contextualize how worshippers might have 

interacted with the physical components of sanctuaries.    

Temenos 

The following study of the term temenos and its use in the ancient literature is largely 

based on Hasaki’s 1985 MA thesis from University of Cincinnati.18 Hasaki’s work includes a 

thorough appendix of the ancient literary sources drawn from the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae 

and focuses on the ancient technology and materials used to construct temene boundaries.19 

Here, I in large part summarize her work, occasionally bringing in the observations of other 

scholars such as Dunham20 as well as a brief epigraphical study of the term. In the following 

sections I employ Hasaki’s methodology to the terms abaton and adyton as well as adding a brief 

study of the epigraphy evidence using the Packard Humanities Institute’s database.  

                                                 
18 Hasaki 1985. 
19 Hasaki 1985. 
20 Dunham 1986. 
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Temenos is a term that refers to both the entire sacred space as well as to the actual border 

that delineated the space from its surrounding area. This boundary provided the first level of 

restriction for visitors to sacred sites. While many Greek sacred sites contain temples and other 

architectural features, the only requirement for Greek cult places was an altar, whether built or a 

place in the open for communication with a deity.21 The altar itself served to mark the location as 

sacred and separate in some way from its surroundings, and the space the altar occupied could be 

considered a temenos. The temenos did not need to be artificially delineated nor did it need to be 

large enough to enclose any part of the site other than the altar. As sanctuaries developed and 

additional architectural elements were added, the temenos boundary was pushed outward and 

more levels of access developed. Before discussing how temenos appear in the physical record, it 

is useful to look at the history of the word in Greek literature and how ancient sources apply the 

term to sacred spaces.  

The etymology of the word temenos is well established and can be traced to an early 

proto-Indo-European root tem. Words similar in both form and meaning are found in the 

Sumerian and the Akkadian languages. The word temen appears in Sumerian texts and refers to 

an area clearly marked off from its surroundings. The word is used to refer to sacred land as well 

as secular land with no discernible linguistic difference.22  The Akkadian word temennu is used 

in a similar manner to denote land boundaries most often in the form of actual physical 

foundations or foundation deposits.23  

The word first appears within Greece during the Late Bronze Age. The Linear B tablet Er 

312 from Pylos contains two sentences both featuring the word te-me-no. One is described as 

                                                 
21 Marinatos 1993: 228. 
22 Dunham, 1986: 33. 
23 Ibid, 36-41.  
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belonging to the wanax (wa-na-ka-te-ro) and the other to the lawagetas (ra-wa-ke-si-jo). 

Although the Mycenaean wanax has been linked with both religious and political roles, it is 

difficult to determine if the land assigned to the position would have had sacred qualities.24 What 

can be determined from the context is that the land was owned by members of the upper class of 

Mycenaean society and was cultivated. It seems safest to conclude that the Bronze Age temenos 

(as with the Sumerian and Akkadian) could be used in both secular and sacred contexts.25  

This dual meaning of temenos continued into Homeric use of the word in the 8th c BCE. 

The word appears as a noun thirteen times in Homer’s epics, nine in the Iliad and four in the 

Odyssey.26 The word is seen an additional four times in the Homeric Hymns.27  In both the epics 

and the Hymns the temene belonging to gods and mortals are not linguistically differentiated.28 

However, several changes in the nature of the word’s use can be seen beginning in Homer. The 

verb τεμνω (to cut) becomes associated with sacrifice, and within that context, the oaths made 

over sacrifices.29 In addition the phrase τεμενε τε και βωμός (temenos and also an altar)30 

becomes formulaic in the epics to describe sacred space.31 While the formula cannot be taken as 

causative of an increase in spatial codification, it is a parallel for what is happening to sacred 

spaces in the physical record during the same period, as will be discussed later.  

In addition to the sacred temene found around gods’ altars in the Homeric works, the 

temene could belong to heroes and royalty. The plots of land were given as a type of present and, 

similar to the temene given to the wanax and lawagetas on the Linear B tablets, secular temene in 

                                                 
24 Hasaki, 1995: 18-20. 
25 Ibid.  
26 The temene in Homer can be offered to a god - Il.2.696, 8.848, 23.148, Od. 8.363, Hym.3.59, 88, a hero or 
members of the royal family Il.6.194, 9.578, 12.313, 18.550, 20.184, 20.391, Od. 11.185, 17.299.   
27 h.Hom 3.59,88, h.Hom. 19.31, h.Hom.5.267. 
28 The mortal Bellerophon is the first mortal mentioned in the Iliad with a temenos Il.6.194. 
29 LSJ τεμνω II.1b.  
30 All translations in this thesis unless otherwise stated are my own.  
31 Hasaki 1995: 22. 
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Homer were owned by the upper class of the society and were advantageous areas of land likely 

of considerable size.32 More generalizations can be made from the Homeric use of the term than 

from its use in Linear. The temenos was given to heroes and royalty with the expectation of 

beneficial services and were offered by the community not by a leader.33 Bellerophon is offered 

land by the Lykians in return for killing the Chimera, Meleager by the Aetolians for the 

Calydonian boar, Aeneas by the Trojans if he should be able to kill Achilles (he cannot). In 

addition, once the land is successfully given to the hero, it stays within the family's possession 

and is hereditarily passed down.34 Secular temene are described at length and in detail by Homer, 

whereas the sacred temene most often appear in their formulaic use.   

The dual meaning of the word falls out of use in Post-Homeric literature, when temenos 

is used exclusively to denote the marked off sacred area assigned to the ritual worship of a 

divinity. This new epoch of the word is noted by the scholiasts, who remark that Homer is the 

last one to apply the term to both sacred and secular areas of land.  It is therefore likely that the 

meaning had already begun to shift more towards the religious use around the time the epics 

were being composed. However, it must be kept in mind that because the epics were recited prior 

to their written compositions it is not possible to determine whether the actual temene of the late 

8th c BCE were used both in secular and in sacred contexts or when they had exclusively 

become sacred.  

It is worth taking a moment to discuss when Greek sanctuaries become discrete areas for 

religious purposes. An argument that they emerged only in the 8th c BCE has been put forth by 

                                                 
32 Three uses of temenos in Homer note the area as μεγα, Il. 12.313, Od. 17.299. The temenos given to Meleager to 
convince him to rejoin the Calydonian boar hunt is described with the specific measurement of πεντηκοντογουν Il. 
9.578. 
33 Hasaki, 1995:25. 
34 Ibid: 28 Telemachus is in charge of tending Odysseus’ temene, Glaukus and Sarpedon received their temene from 
their grandfather Bellerophon, and Achilles in his speech to the slain Iphition mentions Iphition received his land 
πατρωιον.   
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several schoalrs.35 Homeric passages such as the description of Nestor’s sacrifice in Odyssey 

3.5ff have been used to argue that sacred spaces were not yet strictly defined.  

οἱ δὲ Πύλον, Νηλῆος ἐυκτίμενον πτολίεθρον, 
ἷξον· τοὶ δ᾿ ἐπὶ θινὶ θαλάσσης ἱερὰ ῥέζον, 
ταύρους παμμέλανας, ἐνοσίχθονι κυανοχαίτῃ. 
ἐννέα δ᾿ ἕδραι ἔσαν, πεντακόσιοι δ᾿ ἐν ἑκάστῃ 
ἥατο καὶ προὔχοντο ἑκάστοθι ἐννέα ταύρους. 
εὖθ᾿ οἱ σπλάγχνα πάσαντο, θεῷ δ᾿ ἐπὶ μηρί᾿ ἔκαιον, 
οἱ δ᾿ ἰθὺς κατάγοντο ἰδ᾿ ἱστία νηὸς ἐίσης 
στεῖλαν ἀείραντες, τὴν δ᾿ ὥρμισαν, ἐκ δ᾿ ἔβαν αὐτοί· (Hom. Od, 3.4-11) 

 
The men came to Pylos, the well-built city of Neleus and there on 
the shores of the sea they were offering a sacrifice, perfectly-black 
bulls, to the dark-haired Earth-shaker. There were nine areas 500 
men were settled in each and each group put forth nine bulls. As 
those men ate the innards and were burning the thighs for the god, 
these men came immediately in and brailed and furled the sails of 
the balanced ship, anchored her, and themselves departed.  

  
Homer does not mention specific ways to distinguish sacred spaces from profane, 

however there are indications that land was marked off in the private sphere of life. In Iliad 

12.421-26 fields are separated with boundary stones (ὅρος), Il 18.564-68 The vineyard on 

Achilles shield is fenced in tin (περὶ δ᾽ ἕρκος ἔλασσε κασσιτέρου) and two gardens,36 one of 

Alkinoos and one of Laertes, are described as fenced in. These examples indicate an awareness 

of using physical boundaries to distinguish space- a practice I believe undoubtedly would have 

carried over to sacred spaces.  Additionally, the lack of mention of an altar or sanctuary in the 

passage in the Odyssey is not compelling evidence that spaces were not clearly distinguished. 

Altars are explicitly mentioned or alluded to in multiple other passages in the Iliad and 

Odyssey37 as well as later in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo.38 

                                                 
35 De Polignac, 1994: 3-18. 
36 Od. 7.112ff, 24.225 ἕρκος is again the Greek word of choice for the fences. 
37 Il 2.427, Il.6.88-93, Od 3.461ff. Only temples to Apollo and Athena are mentioned in the epics. 
38 h.Hom.490, 495-6, 508, 516. 
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 The sacrifice described by the Odyssey passage mentions nine groups contributing bulls 

to the communal sacrifice. This detail mentioned both here and in the Catalogue of Ships appears 

to match the nine cities named in the Linear B tablets from Pylos.39 The tablets lack the details 

and narrative of 8th c BCE Homeric writing but indicate a level of religious organization that 

includes religious place names. Similar to the sacrifice taking place in the Odyssey, the gathering 

of sacrificial materials in the Linear B tablets does not come from the people or the wanax alone 

but instead is a communal effort. The description in the Odyssey seems to be a blending of 

Bronze Age cult structure, in which the community and the wanax both contributed, and the cult 

organization that took place under the structure of the emerging polis. How the physical 

organization of architecture in the Bronze Age further supports the idea that discrete sacred 

spaces existed before the 8th c BCE will be discussed in detail later in the thesis.   

Temene in post-Homeric literature refer nearly exclusively to sacred spaces. From the 

Archaic to the Byzantine period, only four instances of a secular temenos attributed to mortals 

appear and are very much the exception to the general use of the word. Hesiod uses the term only 

in sacred contexts.40 The temene are mentioned as both large and small in size, and with varying 

degrees of spatial complexity within. Textual and epigraphical evidence for temenos boundaries 

are also well attested, and Pausanias mentions the material of a few temene walls for sites such as 

Delphi and Aegina.41  

Temenos in Epigraphy 

 Temenos appears in epigraphy examples from the 6th c BCE – 5th c AD 373 times in 295 

texts. Demographically the majority of the inscription examples are from Attica (121) with the 

                                                 
39 Chadwick 1990: 36, 101-120, 176. Py Cn02, Py Vn01, Vn05. 
40 Hes. Sc.70, Frag.Astron. 8. 
41 Paus. 2.29.6. 
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next greatest quantity from the Aegean Islands including Crete (111).42The appearances are 

exclusively sacred in nature. Many of the texts are too fragmented to tell much detail about how 

the term is being employed, however, of the texts that can be read, the same principals for the 

use of the word as was discussed in literary sources is seen. The temene are dedicated either to a 

god or a hero (the fact that kings no longer receive them in post-Homeric literature is echoed in 

the epigraphy).43 Many of the examples include the term horos implying the inscriptions could 

have been used as boundary markers or were referring to the boundary of the given temenos.44 

The epigraphical examples range from actual boundary markers of the sanctuaries to 

administrative records detailing things such as the repair of a given temenos as a result of 

damage or expansion.45 The majority of the inscriptions date to the 5th and 4th c BCE. The 

increase in the quantity of inscriptions during this time period coincides with numerous building 

and reorganization projects seen throughout multiple Greek sanctuary and civic sites and 

suggests that the expansion resulted in an increase of spatial organization and control that is 

likewise documented in inscriptions.    

Physical Evidence of Temene 

 As stated earlier, sanctuaries only really needed an altar for cult activity to take place. 

There were many different kinds of altars. Various structures and equipment have been 

interpreted as altars in the Minoan and Mycenaean periods. Yavis provides a typology of altars 

                                                 
42 After the Aegean Islands Asia Minor has 64, Central Greece: 27, Egypt, Nubia, and Cyrenaica: 20, The 
Peloponnese: 14, Greater Syria and the East: 9, Sicily, Italy and the West: 4, Thrace and the Lower Danube: 2, and 
Northern Greece: 1.   
43 The most popular hero to receive temene in the epigraphy is Herakles. Some of the dedications showed a local 
interests in certain heroes of deities. Theseus receives temene in Attica, Ino receives temene in Crete under the 
epithet Λευκοθέα – see BCH 75 (1951) 194   
44 For examples see inscriptions: IG I² 865,A and B, IG I³ 1069, IG I³ 1070, IG I³ 1482-3, Agora XIX, Horoi H 13, 
SEG 10:366, and over 50 other examples.  
45 For an example of a repair report see IG II² 1035. Some of the inscriptions also provide names of individuals who 
contributed to building or repairing part of the sanctuary. ZPE 14 (1974) 21,I is an inscription commemorating the 
founding of a hilltop sanctuary to the Nymphs in Thessaly. The inscription names a man, Ἀστίουν, for his 
contributions   
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beginning on Crete in the “pre-Hellenic” period.46 Every altar example analyzed by Yavis 

appears in a clearly ritual context, usually in close association of figurines and other cult items, 

or from pictorial representations that indicates religious use. These various altars could be raised 

platforms, such as offering tables, or in some cases fixed depressions in the floor.47 Despite the 

variations in appearance, the altars from the Bronze Age are clear signifiers that the space was 

used in a sacred context. A raised altar called a βωμός on which a wood fire was lit for the 

burning of the animal’s thigh bones and roasting of the entrails is considered the chief type 

beginning in the 10th c BCE and becoming widespread in the 8th c BCE.48 In contrast, hero cults 

often used an eschara (ἐσχάρα), a low altar onto which libations would flow from chthonic 

sacrifice.49 Monumental open air bomoi are well attested archaeologically at sanctuary sites from 

the 6th c BCE onwards. Earlier altars or phases of altars often predate the large rectangular 

structures from the 6th c BCE.50 Monumental ash altars to Zeus appear at the Sanctuary of Zeus 

on Mt. Lykaion as well as Olympia, although there is virtually no trace of the ash altar from 

Olympia today, only literary evidence.51 In early sacred sites a physical boundary was not 

necessary to set the site apart. Instead, as in the Akkadian use of the root tem, the altar 

foundations, whether built or a natural foundation, could have acted as the earliest boundary in 

the mind of the worshipper.  

I believe any boundary physically present or one held only in the mind of the worshipper 

can be considered a temenos. When the boundaries of the sacred space were pushed outward to 

incorporate more area, several methods could be used to mark the temenos including peribolos 

                                                 
46 Yavis 1949: 1. 
47 Ibid. 2-42. 
48 Yavis, 1949; Tomlinson 1976:37. 
49 Ekroth, 2002:23-25. 
50 OCD. Altars. 
51 Paus.5.13.8, Burkert 1983: 97-103. An ash altar with evidence still present has been found on Mt. Apesas in the 
region of Nemea, during the Nemean Valley Archaeological Project.  
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walls, horos stones, groves, or fencing systems of material like wood or rope. Temene had no set 

size or shape and accordingly each way of demarcating the boundaries was unique based on 

variables such as topography, other buildings in the sanctuary, or finances of the sanctuary’s 

patron community.  

 Peribolos walls were also common features of sacred places during the Archaic period 

and acted to physically separate the site from its surrounding environment. Pausanias mentions 

33 periboloi in his tour of Greece. The term is often applied to the walls used at sacred spaces 

but has no inherently religious connotations and most often is used to refer to defensive walls of 

a city.52 Literary sources inform us the peribolos could be made from a range of materials 

including wood (αιμασια). Unfortunately, the only peribolos walls that have withstood the 

weathering of time are those of stone and in most cases monumental in size. Eleusis and the 

sanctuary of Artemis Orthia in Sparta provide evidence of Late Geometric period stone walls 

surrounding the sacred space but few other sanctuary sites contain evidence for periboloi from 

this period (figs. 1-3).53 The lack of evidence from the period may be due to reconstruction at 

sites that continue in use or, as Hasaki suggests, could be due to the fact that sanctuaries from 

this period did not need to be as well safeguarded as those from later periods.54 The lack of walls 

during this time could indicate that sanctuary sites were less restricted or at least less strictly 

managed. The peribolos at Eleusis went through several phases as the site developed and 

expanded. By the 4th c BCE the site had several peribolos walls. (Fig. 2.) The outermost would 

be considered the boundary of the temenos while the inner walls further obscured the sightline of 

the main cult building. The peribolos of Artemis Orthia’s sanctuary has been dated to the 

                                                 
52 Hasaki, 1995: 33. 
53 Boardman 1963: 1-3. 
54 Hasaki 1995: 36. The later period sanctuaries might have needed to have been better safeguarded on account of 
higher traffic, increased wealth in votives, etc.  
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Geometric period based on associated pottery and bronze finds and enclosed the earliest altar of 

the site and the later Archaic temple (fig.3-4).55 Dawkins has dated the earliest altar to the 10th c 

BCE from a trench dug through the center of the Archaic altar to the virgin soil. He found below 

the stones of the Archaic altar evidence of a pavement level. Below the pavement Dawkins found 

Geometric pottery fragments and bronze fragments and below that a layer of black ashy soil full 

of small fragments of burnt bone as well as another layer of undressed stones.56 However, more 

recent scholarship has refined the chronology of the sanctuary due to unclear levels in the 

stratigraphy. The only significant physical difference in levels which could be determined was 

the presence of the pebble pavement which was associated with the undressed stone foundation 

of the earliest altar. This pavement, preserved only in small patches, was embedded in the main 

'Geometric' level, and is now considered to be 9th c BCE in date, likely placing the altar in the 9th 

c BCE as well.57 

 Significantly more periboloi have survived from the later Archaic period. Most excavated 

sites from this period follow a temenos plan of an altar with other auxiliary buildings and votive 

offerings.58 This is, however, not representative of all temene from this period due to bias of 

excavated sites towards architecturally rich sites. Two peribolos walls have been found at 

Delphi: one in the Marmaria district around the sanctuary of Athena Pronaia dating to the 7th c 

BCE (fig. 5), and one around the sanctuary of Apollo, ca. 550 BCE (fig. 6).  Little remains of the 

old peribolos wall around the sanctuary of Apollo, but a section of foundation stones has been 

identified under the Boeotian treasury. 59 Many of the stones contain names inscribed in the 

                                                 
55 Dawkins, 1909: 21.  
56 Ibid. 23-24. 
57 Boardman, 1963: 1-3. 
58 Bergquist, 1967: 51-80. 
59 Bourguet, 1929: 220.  
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Phocian alphabet and have been interpreted as the names of financial contributors.60 Both walls 

enclose an altar and numerous auxiliary buildings including in these cases temples and votives. 

In the Marmaria district evidence for cult activity has been dated to the Mycenaean period based 

on psi, phi, and tau figurines.61 Pausanias also mentions a peribolos wall at the sanctuary of Zeus 

Lykaios inside Megalopolis.62 He reports that this peribolos wall had no entrance, though it must 

have been a relatively short wall since the altars, its votives, and a statue of Pan were visible 

from outside the walls. Besides peribolos walls, horos stones, carved or undressed stones often 

inscribed with the Greek word ὅρος and used as boundary markers, could be used to mark 

temenos boundaries as well as sacred groves.  Sacred groves will be addressed in the next 

chapter in relation to rural and mountain sanctuaries.  

Horos stones, like peribolos walls, could be used to mark the boundaries of a temenos 

(fig. 7). Like the periboloi they could be used for secular or sacred divisions of land. When they 

were used to mark sanctuary sites there is evidence that they were at times inscribed with 

information about the sanctuary such as to which deity it was dedicated to or restrictions placed 

on the site. For example, a horos from Paros has an inscription that names the sanctuary first, 

then provides a prohibition that women and ατελεστοι (the uninitiated) are not allowed at the 

site.63 Another from Chios states “Sanctuary. No entry”64 Inscribed horos stones provide 

                                                 
60 Bourguet, 1929: 220; Scott, 2014: 61. 
61 Hagg, 1981: 35-40; Petrovic, 2004: 252. 
62 Paus. 8.30.2. 
63 IG XXII 5, 183 (LSCG 109). 
64 LSCG 121, also compare LSCG 110, IG II22 4964 Athenian Acropolis, cult of Zeus Kataibates, 400–350 BCE: 
‘A sacred space of Zeus Kataibates, not to be entered’; SEG LVI 998, Chios late 5th BCE, early 4th c BCE stating, 
[Ἐ]πίσχε· | [μ]ὴ πλέον; ‘Hold back. No farther’; LSS 49: Delos, 5th century BCE, cult of Archegetes: ‘It is not 
religiously correct for a foreigner to enter’, and cf. SEG XLIV 678; LSS 60, Minoa on Amorgos 5th or 4th c BCE: a 
fragmentary regulation apparently forbidding entry with iron objects to the sanctuary of Apollo Delios; LSS 128: 
entry regulation, forbidding entry altogether, Kallion in Etolia, 5th century BCE, unclear whose sanctuary: ‘Do not 
enter the sanctuary. Should someone trespass, a fine of four staters.’. 
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fascinating evidence of not only how sacred (or secular) sites were physically separated from 

their surrounding area but also what behavior was expected of site visitors.  

The earliest ways of marking off a temenos begin as the altar foundations. As sanctuaries’ 

patron communities developed in wealth or power, parallel growth is often seen in their 

sanctuary sites often reflected in the increasingly monumental architecture and richer votives. 

Monumental architecture then became a community effort to outwardly display the group’s 

prowess in the political landscape. This was true also at Panhellenic sanctuaries, like Delphi. 

Despite Delphi’s Panhellenic nature, dedications at the site such as treasuries and statues were 

given to boast poleis’ wealth and power. The early peribolos wall inscribed with the Boeotian 

names of financers and dedicators highlights this shift within the community and helps explain 

how sanctuary sites could expand and increasingly come to represent the community’s identity. 

As power within the communities nucleates and as these expansions happen restrictions to the 

site likewise increase.   

Abaton 

The abaton, from the Greek word βαίνω (to walk) combined with the alpha privative to express 

negation or absence, was an area characterized by its restricted access. Only a religious official, 

or potentially no one, was allowed entrance. Like the term temenos, abaton had no single 

application in ancient literature. In its most general sense it refers to any place considered 

“unwalkable.” As one can imagine, this can be used in a very literal sense as a place difficult or 

impossible to walk or it can have a variety of social contexts placed on it. The word has not been 

identified in Linear B or with a Proto-Indo-European root. The earliest use of the term comes 

from fragments of Hesiod referring to the ancient precinct of Zeus Lykaios in Arkadia.65 

                                                 
65 Pseudo-Eratosthenes Catast. frag. 1. 
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Hesiod’s use of abaton is clearly religious in this case as the area in question is dedicated to 

Zeus. His lost work the Astronomy is quoted by Pseudo-Eratosthenes and Hyginus and deals with 

an alternative version of the Ursa Major and Minor constellation myths. The text describes the 

maiden Callisto, daughter of Lykaon of Arkadia and follower of Artemis. In the early version of 

the myth, once Callisto has been transformed into a bear as punishment for losing her virginity to 

Zeus, who raped her, she is taken to Lykaon’s kingdom where she unknowingly enters the 

abaton of Zeus: μετὰ χρόνον δὲ τινα δόξαι εἰςελθεῖν εἰς τὸ τοῦ Διὸς ἄβατον ἀγνοήσασαν τὸν 

νόμον· (After some time and ignorant of the law she seemed to enter the abaton of Zeus.)66 

Hyginus likewise quotes Hesiod:   

 
ibique dicitur inscia legis in Iovis Lycaei templum se coniecisse; 
quam confestim filius est secutus. Itaque cum eos Arcades insecuti 
interficere conarentur, Iuppiter memor peccati ereptam Callisto 
cum filio intere sidera collocavit (Hyg. Fab, 176)67 
 
and there, in ignorance of the law, she is said to have rushed into 
the sacred precinct of Jove Lycaeus. Her son immediately followed 
her, and then when the Arcadians were pursuing and trying to kill 
them, Jupiter, knowing of his ‘indiscretion’, rescued her and placed 
her and her son among the constellations. 

 

Pseudo-Eratosthenes uses the specific term abaton when quoting Hesiod, in contrast Hyginus, as 

he is quoting in Latin, uses the term templum (any sacred marked off area). The passages give no 

indication of a built structure associated with the abaton as Callisto entering the site 

unknowingly could be attributed to her ursine nature but could also indicate a lack of signs or 

architecture to indicate that the area was restricted. While the earliest references to the area on 

Mt. Lykaion refer to the space as an abaton. Later writers, such as Pausanias, seem to use the 

                                                 
66 Hes. Astronomy fragment 181. 
67 See also Fables 155 and 224. 
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term temenos like the term abaton. I will discuss this in more detail in the third chapter when 

considering Mycenaean sacred spaces and their development.  

 The next appearance of abaton in literature comes from Pindar’s third Olympian Ode. He 

refers to the land past the Pillars of Herakles as a place ἄβατον for the σοφοῖς (wise) and the 

κἀσόφοις (unwise)68. Pindar characterizes the pillars as the limit of human achievement. 

Anything beyond is outside the mortal realm and in a sense a sacred space, albeit one too 

dangerous for even Herakles to venture past. Isocrates relates the reverence with which youths 

should treat their bodies to a sacred space (ὥσπερ ἱερὸν) calling both ἄβατον.69 Aristophanes 

uses ἄβατον to refer to the Athenian Acropolis:  μεγαλόπετρον ἄβατον ἀκρόπολιν, /ἱερὸν 

τέμενος (“the great crag of the Acropolis/a restricted, holy place”).70 Here the term cannot be 

referring to a place completely inaccessible (as we know the Athenian Acropolis was not) but 

rather just a sacred space that had some forms of restriction on it.  

A true abaton as a sacred place that should not be entered is seen in Euripides’ Bacchae, 

in which Dionysus describes the Theban palace and landscape and notes the tomb set up by 

Cadmus for Semele. αἰνῶ δὲ Κάδμον, ἄβατον ὃς πέδον τόδε/ τίθησι, θυγατρὸς σηκόν (“I praise 

Cadmus, who made this ground sacred and untrodden, a holy spot for his daughter.”)71 This 

location is a prime example of the abata that were created after lighting strikes and is further 

stressed by Dionysus’ description of his mother as κεραυνίας (lightning-struck).72 Abaton can 

also be used as a descriptor completely separate from sacred contexts. When the term is used in a 

secular context it is most often used to refer to terrain that is difficult or impossible to cross such 

                                                 
68 ie. for everyone. 
69 Isoc. Orat. Helenae 10.58.6. 
70 Ar. Lys, 481-2. 
71 Eur. Bacch.10. 
72 Ibid line 6. 
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as rivers or mountains. Herodotus uses the word twice to refer to locations impassable for 

armies.73 In both cases the impassable territory is a mountainous terrain.  

Abaton in Epigraphy 

The epigraphical evidence, like the literary evidence, for the word abaton is scarcer than 

that for temenos. There are 31 examples of abaton from 24 texts. Demographically, the most 

inscriptions have been recovered from the Aegean Islands and Crete (14) and Attica and the 

Peloponnese tied for the next highest (5). Several of the inscriptions are dedicated to Asklepios 

and clearly refer to the abata of healing sanctuaries.74 Several others refer specifically to Zeus 

Katabatos (the descender).75 This epithet of Zeus is often associated with lighting strikes and 

must refer to the abata established at locations where a lightning strikes were observed. 

Interestingly the next most common deity to be associated with abata in the epigraphy is 

Aphrodite. These inscriptions however only appear in the Black Sea region near Olbia and lack 

any other literature references that might indicate what these abaton meant in context.76 A 

number of the inscriptions consist of only the word abaton.77 It is possible these inscriptions 

acted as “Do not enter” signs wherever they were set up.  

The universal character of these uses of abaton is of a space with restrictions. The word 

is not used to refer to any one specific place or type of sacred structure and with the exception of 

Mt. Lykaion’s abaton, indisputable sacred abata mentioned in literary sources have not been 

                                                 
73 Hdt. 7.176.11 an unnamed mountain that extends south of Thermopylae to Mt Oeta is impassible, 8.138.14 Mount 
Bermion - impassable because of the cold climate. Other instances of secular geographically unapproachable places 
include Plato Phil. Critias 113e.1, 116c.5, Euripides uses the term in several tragedies including Hercules ln. 851 to 
describe impassable wilds, Phoenissae ln. 809 to refer to the abaton sky the sphinx carries Thebans youths off to, 
and Bacchae ln. 10.   
74 For example see IG IV²,1 121, IG IV²,1 122, IG IV²,1 123. 
75 IG II² 4964, IG II² 4965.  
76 IGDOlbia 71,a and b, SEG 30:975. 
77 ID 65, IG XII,3 453, IG XII,3 454, IG XII,3 455,I, IG XII,5 255. 
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connected or identified with physical locations or architecture. However, when the term is used 

there is some overlap with another restrictive term: adyton.  

Adyton 

Like abaton, the word adyton linguistically suggests restriction – from the Greek word 

δύω (to enter) with the alpha privative to negate the meaning, or a place “not to be entered.” 

When referring to architectural elements of a temple, adyton has been used since the 19th 

century to refer to the smaller room placed behind the cella (fig. 8). The term was applied to 

Greek temples by Koldewey.78 He used the architecture of ancient Egyptian temples and 

Christian basilican churches as comparative models to describe the interior division of space at 

the temples at Selinous. In his models he saw a religious structure that is experienced as a 

longitudinal progression from secular to sacred along a linear axis. He cites Caesar79 and 

Servius’s80 use of the word as argument for calling the room an adyton. This model however 

does not work for Greek temples, which overwhelmingly had only one entrance, through which 

the visitor had to enter and leave.81 Furthermore, the uses of the word adyton in Caesar and 

Servius are not indicative of what the term can actually mean. Thalmann points out that the 

variety of places referred to as "adyta" makes it clear that the term does denote a particular 

architectural structure.82 But it is important to note that the use of the term in architecture is a 

modern perception and not how the Greeks employed the word. Rather, in antiquity, there may 

have been no single universal term for an inner room especially in a sacred context. To better 

                                                 
78 Koldewey and Puchstein, 1899: 483-492. 
79 Civ. 3.105.5. 
80 Commentary on Vergil’s Aeneid 2.115. 
81 The archaic temple of Apollo at Bassai and the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea are two of the few exceptions to 
this. Both temples contained secondary side entrances.   
82 Thalmann, 1976. 
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understand what an adyton was to the ancient Greeks, like abaton or temenos, it is necessary to 

look at the various uses of the word in the ancient literature.  

The earliest uses of adyta appear in the Iliad and the Homeric Hymns to Apollo and 

Hermes.  

 
Αἰνείαν δ᾽ ἀπάτερθεν ὁμίλου θῆκεν Ἀπόλλων 
Περγάμῳ εἰν ἱερῇ, ὅθι οἱ νηός γε τέτυκτο. 
ἤτοι τὸν Λητώ τε καὶ Ἄρτεμις ἰοχέαιρα 
ἐν μεγάλῳ ἀδύτῳ ἀκέοντό τε κύδαινόν τε (Hom.Il.445-448) 

 
Then Apollo set Aeneas far off from the battle crowd in sacred 
Pergamon, where his shrine had been built. There Leto and the 
archer Artemis healed and glorified him in the great adyton. 

 
Once Aeneas is returned to battle in 5.512 he is done so ἐξ ἀδύτοιο (“from the adyton”). Here 

the adyton is referred to as the interior of the temple, μεγάλῳ in scale and seemingly open only to 

the gods or those brought by the gods. In the Homeric Hymn to Apollo the adyton is described 

separate from the temple as δεῖξε δ᾿ ἄγων ἄδυτον ζάθεον καὶ πίονα νηόν (line 523) indicating 

that as early as the 7th c BCE the term was not one universally used to refer to the inner room of 

a temple. The word is used again earlier in the hymn to specifically refer to Apollo’s adyton at 

Delphi.83 This use of adyton to refer specifically to the oracular seat of a sanctuary is used for 

Delphi and other oracular sites. A third usage of the word is completely secular in nature and 

first appears in the Hymn to Hermes in the 6th c BCE. The adyta in the hymn refer to storage 

rooms of Apollo holding extravagant but non-religious items such as gold or fine purple 

garments.84 These three uses of the adyton continue in following eras.85 The term can be used in 

                                                 
83 h.Hom.3.443. 
84 Hymn to Hermes lines 246-248. 
85 As religious enclosures: Hdt. 5.72.3, 9.116.4, Eur. Ion. 283,492-94, 938, Eur IT.41, 623-26,1155; As specific 
oracular seats: Pindar O.7.59, 11.6; Hdt. 1.159.3, 7.140.3; Eur. Andr. 111, 1147; Ar. Kn. 1016, Pl. Tht. 162a, D.S. 
7.12.6, 16.26.2; Plut. 92.437c; Paus. 10.24.7; for other oracles: Paus. 4.16.7, 9.39.11-13 as secular rooms: Eur. Andr. 
1034.  
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multiple ways within the same work, such as Euripides’ Ion in which adyton is used to describe 

an area of Pan near the cave where Apollo raped Creusa,86 as well as the oracular seat at 

Delphi.87  Most often in the literature adyton refers to a sacred place, especially the seat of an 

oracle.88 The literary evidence in context indicates that the defining characteristic of any adyton 

is restricted access. Its literal translation as “not to be entered” can imply a type of enclosure 

(i.e., something that can be entered but should not be) but specific structures cannot be assumed 

from the term alone without some kind of context.  

From our earliest knowledge of the term, and continuing through later usage, adyton was 

applied to a variety of places and only occasionally temples or parts of temple.89 When Greek 

temples contain inner rooms archaeological evidence is necessary to attempt to determine how 

the room was used in antiquity and whether it was an area with greater restrictions in which 

activities such as oracular rites took place.  

Restricted-access sacred adyta, like abata, were at times associated with chthonic deities 

or heroes who received funerary cult. However, because adyta could be secular in function, as 

mentioned above, it is important to evaluate archaeological remains to determine if restricted-

access adyta were restricted because of ritual reasons or due to more functional reasons such as 

security. The temples of Artemis at Brauron, Halai and Aulis provide perfect examples of why 

this caution is necessary. The sites have been argued to contain sacred adytons dues to an 

association with Iphigenia.90 Hollinshead however has convincingly argued against these 

locations being ritual adyta. Although the three temples all have inner chambers accessible only 

                                                 
86 Eur. Ion 938, 1309. 
87 Eur. Ion. 510-515, 662. 
88 Hollinshead, 1999: 210.  
89 Thalmann 1976. 
90 Travlos 1976. 
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from the cella, the room at Aulis seems to reflect regional Boeotian conservatism,91 that at 

Brauron was probably used for storage of valuables, and that at Halai looks like a secondary 

addition to an existing cella.92 None can be proved to be locations of ritual activity, or to be 

associated with Iphigeneia. Hollinshead’s argument is convincing and while these rooms were 

very likely not ritual in function they still seem to have had a restricted character with regard to 

general public. As storage rooms, only temple officials would be allowed to enter under normal 

circumstances in order to keep valuables in the sanctuary safe.  

Similar to the evolution seen in peribolos wall construction, the need for restricted access 

rooms in sanctuaries and sacred sites increases as poleis becomes more complex and their power 

accumulates. By the Late Archaic into the Classical Period there is evidence that sanctuaries 

could have administrative responsibilities attached and act as financial centers. Thucydides’ 

account of the Peloponnesian War makes it clear that the wealth of the temples of Attica was 

available to the polis if necessary.93 Similarly many inscriptions have been found that 

meticulously catalogue the items within sanctuaries as well; at Brauron inventories were 

inscribed annually and indicate the site controlled considerable resources.94    

Dietrich has suggested the early restrictions in the form of a sacred adyton come from the 

Mycenaean period and connections with Minoan cave cult.95 He has argued that restricted access 

rooms can been seen cult places such as Mycenae. In the cult center in the southeast of the 

acropolis of Mycenae Taylour identified a stone sill cut into natural unhewn rock and an oblique 

wall built from the north end of the west wall. The wall creates an alcove in which a cache of 

                                                 
91 Threpsiades, Praktika 1956, 101; Hollinshead, 1985; 431-33. 
92 Hollinshead, 1985: 419. 
93 Gomme, 1956: 23. 
94 Linders, 1972: 73.  
95 Dietrich, 1982: 8ff. 
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figurines was found during excavation (fig.9). Taylour notes how this wall destroys any 

symmetry of the space and must have been constructed to intentionally cut the sight line of the 

alcove and hide the area from view.96 This intentional obstruction heavily implies an element of 

restricted access and is reminiscent of later adyta. Additionally, the cache of figurines seems to 

indicate a sacred context for the area unlike the so-called adyta from the three temples of 

Artemis mentioned earlier.       

Dietrich has associated the alcove with caves and cave cults potentially originating in the 

Minoan period.97 Caves are often associated with chthonic deities and invoke a level of 

restriction in and of themselves, adding an additional connection between the Archaic adyta and 

the alcove. In mythology several caves are associated with restrictions including a cave to Rhea 

at Mt. Lykaion and the cave near the Athenian Acropolis where Creusa was raped by Apollo.98  

Adyton in Epigraphy 

 Not much can be said about how the term adyton appears in epigraphy. 31 examples of 

the term have been identified in 25 texts however almost all of these examples (22 of them) 

come from Egypt and Nubia. The inscription examples of adyton from those regions range in 

date from 3rd-1st c BCE with the majority of them coming from the mid-3rd c BCE. For this thesis 

I do not address those regions and did not look into the nature of these inscriptions. The increase 

of inscriptions during the 3rd c BCE would coincide with the establishment of the Ptolemaic 

dynasty and could likely be linked with a political tightening of restrictions or organization in 

general, but, without studying the epigraphy more in depth I cannot comment on if this use of 

adyta were religious or secular.  

                                                 
96 Taylour, 1969: 91ff; 1970: 274-8. 
97 Dietrich 1982: 9. 
98 Eur.Ion.935-945. 
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 Four inscriptions with the word adyton have been identified in Greece. Three from Crete 

are too fragmented to determine the context of the term.99 IG IV²,1 128 from Epidauros in the 

early 3rd c BCE is the only example that provides a clearer indication of the word’s context. The 

inscription describes the procedure for entering the adyton of Ἀσκληπιοῦ. The inscription 

requires any visitor to first sacrifice and adorn the altar and temenos of Ἀπόλλωνος Μαλεάτα 

before they are allowed to try and enter the adyton. The adyton from this inscription clearly 

suggests a sacred function but provides no additional information such as what the adyton at the 

site looked like or what the worshipper did once in the adyton. It seems likely here the term 

adyton is being employed in the same sense as abaton when referring to the restricted-access 

healing areas at sanctuaries of Asklepios.      

Conclusions 

The temenos, adyton, and abaton represent the extremes on the spectrum of sanctuary 

access. Early uses of temenos could have either a sacred or secular affiliation, however, in post-

Homeric writing the term becomes linked exclusively with sacred contexts. Once the term 

becomes exclusively sacred it comes to refer both the boundary of a sanctuary as well as the 

entire sanctuary precinct. In contrast, adyton and abaton never become singularly used in the 

ancient sources. The terms are used to refer to spaces that were in some way restricted or 

forbidden. This could be connected to sacred contexts such as the areas sacred because of Zeus’ 

lighting strikes or the abaton at the Sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Lykaion. These abata were the 

most restricted part of the sanctuaries. However, no two sanctuary sites are exactly the same nor 

do all have an abaton or adyton. Looking at sites that include abata or adyta in the literary 

record and comparing the description of myth to archaeological remains is the best chance of 

                                                 
99 IC I xvii 51, IC I xvii 15, IC I xvii 9. 
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comparing the most restricted sections of sacred space. Before that, however, it is beneficial to 

discuss what other factors could affect access to sacred spaces.  In the next chapter I consider 

restrictions that appear in epigraphic and literary sources. 
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Chapter 2: Literary Restrictions    

 Sacred laws provide some of the best examples of restrictions that could be placed on 

sanctuary sites. Despite the name of “sacred laws”, as we will see in some of the following 

examples, these restrictions did not always stem from religious ideologies but could often arise 

from functional concerns for the site such as the safety of the worshippers or of the site itself. 

One of the earliest and most ubiquitous regulations seen in the literary record is related to purity 

regulations. The nature of the evidence for many of these records is epigraphical. Inscriptions 

were often placed on horos stones as mentioned in the previous chapter and functioned to give 

the worshipper basic information before entering the sacred site such as the name of the deity. 

Some of the later examples of inscriptions provide more detail such as what resources were 

necessary for a successful visit and if there were any other restrictions at the site such as gender 

or seasonal ones. I begin by providing several examples from a range of thematic restrictions 

followed by a discussion of what patterns can be seen from how these restrictions developed.    

Behavioral Restrictions 

Evidence for restrictions and accessibility to ancient sanctuaries can be found in several 

places. Literary evidence in the form of official laws, inscriptions, and didactic mythological 

stories provide evidence regarding who was allowed to enter sanctuaries as well as what the 

proper procedure was once in the sacred space was.  In large part, access and rules depended on 

the type or function of the sanctuary site (Panhellenic, healing, oracular, local, mystery, etc.). 

These rules could stem from a variety of motivations ranging from economic, political, 

biological, and religious to more secular, practical decisions that affected the sanctuary 

individually such as space availability or local concerns.  
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The rules vary from sanctuary to sanctuary as local circumstances dictated. One such 

restriction can be observed at the sanctuary of Demeter at Arkesine on Amorgos. A priestess at 

the site is recorded as asking for additional supervision at the sanctuary due to issues with 

worshipers damaging the site.100 Following the request the sanctuary instituted a sacred law that 

visitation and sacrifices could not take place without supervision of religious officials. Similarly, 

at a temple to Dionysos on Knidos supervision rules were put in place after an event involving 

Bacchants who damaged parts of the sanctuary.101 These cases demonstrate the type of 

regulations that could be placed on sacred sites that did not stem from religious or ritual practice 

but from practical concerns involving the safety of the site due to the behavior of attendees. 

These examples however seem to be exceptions as Greek religion in general was more open and, 

in most cases, did not require supervision at sites.102 The openness of sanctuary sites is further 

echoed in the sacred laws concerning the sanctity of pilgrims traveling to sacred sites even 

during times of war.103 Greeks from other poleis were rarely barred from making pilgrimages, 

especially to Panhellenic sites, regardless of the circumstances implying an open cult system that 

at times could transcend political conflict. 

The majority of Greek cults were open and public in nature with few sacred restrictions. 

When looking at sites or deities that did have restrictions ascribed to them, no single “catch-all” 

system can be universally applied. However, general categories based on who or what was 

allowed can be discussed: first, exclusion that was apparently absolute;104 second, admittance 

                                                 
100 LSCG 102 4th c BCE, cf. Demosthenes Against Neaira 1.16 a complaint against the hierophant Archias; 
Sokolowski 1969: 196 commentary on the inscription.  
101 LSAM 55. 
102 Mystery cults were one exception to the general restrictions and openness on sanctuary access. The cults required 
the silence of its members and it is difficult to say.  
103 On sacred truces Rougemont 1977: 75-106, Broderson 1991 1-14. 
104 Some of these allowed for only a single priest to enter. Mt. Lykaion’s abaton would fall under this restriction of 
apparently absolute but did not seem to allow for even a priest to enter, as would many of the restriction from the 
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that was granted to priests only; third, admittance that was granted only to those who came on 

special business, such as at healing or oracular sanctuaries;105 and, fourth, admittance that was 

granted to one of the sexes only. Besides these broad categories, the decrees of exclusion can be 

narrowed down to such small and special classes as the eaters of garlic or the wearers of pigskin 

shoes.   

Chthonic or Foreign Associations 

Some restrictions could be specific to certain deities. Numerous restrictions that exist 

apply specifically to chthonic deities including but not limited to Hades, Rhea, Demeter and 

Persephone/Kore, as well as hero or heroine cults. When the restrictions are placed in connection 

with the Olympians, however, they often are associated with “abnormal” representations of the 

deities. This can be divided into cults with foreign influence, such as Isis106 or Zeus Belus,107 and 

those that reveal aspects of the deities with more chthonic leaning characteristics. Shrines to 

Zeus revealing restrictions include Λυκαῖος in Arkadia,108 Ὀλύμπιος in Elis,109 Καταιβάτης and 

Cretan Zeus.110 Shrines to Zeus Καταιβάτης like the Roman bidentalia111 had abata at locations 

where lightning struck.112 They were called τά ἐνηλύσια and were considered places set apart 

from worldly uses because of the thunderbolt strike, such as the tomb of Semele mentioned 

earlier.113 The restrictions placed on these abata are not so much due to an essential connection 

with the god but a direct reaction to a natural phenomenon. That sanctuaries to Λυκαῖος, 

                                                 
inscription supra n.29. However, those inscriptions might allow for temple officials to enter, though it is unclear 
from just the inscription alone.    
105 These sanctuaries could also have day restrictions placed on them such as at Delphi where only certain days were 
proper to consult the oracle Plut. Mor. 292e-f, 398a; Amandry 1984: 81; Scott 2014. 
106 Paus. X,32,13; cp. 2.13.7. 
107 Hdt. 1.181. 
108 Paus. 8.38.6; Plut. Q.G. 300 a-b; Hyg. Astr. 2.4; Eratosth. Cat. 1. Ect. 
109 Paus. 5.13.3-10; ibid. 6.7.  
110 Ziehen in Bursian, Jahresberichl CXL.2; Antonin.Liberalis, I9; cp. Diog. Laert. 8.1.3, etc. 
111 Schol. on Persius, 2.27; cf. Festus Pauli, 92.I7. 
112 Compare to the earlier discussion of Semele’s tomb as an abaton because of her death via lighting strike.  
113 A.Fr.17, cf. EM341.5, Hsch. 
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Ὀλύμπιος, and Cretan Zeus hold similar restrictions is significant but unsurprising when the 

worship of Zeus under these names is examined. They are three of the oldest associations of 

Zeus and reflect the god’s more chthonic aspects.114  Other Olympians with restricted access to 

their sites include Apollo cults to Πύθιος,115 Σπηλαίτης,116 Κάρνειος,117 Λαρμηνός,118 

Διδθμαῖος,119 Ακταίος120 as well as Apollo’s sacred grove, according to Aelian,121 and Poseidon 

at Isthmia,122 Taenarum,123 Calauria,124 and the cults of Poseidon Ίππιος125 and Φύκιος.126 Each 

case either deals with a foreign iteration of the deity or a chthonic aspect of their worship, and in 

the case of Zeus often with very old iterations of his cult.  

The connection of abata with older sites or cults and/or chthonic aspects of deities are 

relevant at the Sanctuary of Zeus at Mt. Lykaion. Evidence for ritual activity at the ash altar has 

been securely dated to at least the Mycenaean age and the presence of a Minoan seal may 

indicate contemporary or even early visitation to the site or contacts with the Minoans in the LM 

IB-II Period.127 Radiocarbon dating of calcined animal bones from the ash altar indicates a 

Mycenaean date for the practice of offering burnt animal sacrifice to the gods, and the bones and 

the sequence of pottery suggest continuity of cult from the Late Bronze Age through to the Early 

Iron Age. The apparent, uninterrupted ritual practice at the site likely indicates a common 

                                                 
114 For a detailed argument on Zeus’ association with earth-deities see Hewitt 1908 esp. 89-101.  
115 Plut. Q.G. 292 f. 
116 Paus. 10.32.5. 
117 Ibid.11.10.2. 
118 Hogarth 1887, 380. Inscription evidence for Apollo Lermenus worshipped in the Maeander valley Journal of 
Hellenic Studies, VIII 1887, 380. 
119 Plut. Vit. Pomp. 24. 
120 Ibid. 
121 N.A. 11.2.  
122 Plut. Vit. Pomp. 24 
123 Ibid. 
124 Ibid. 
125 Paus. 8.5.5. 
126 Ditt. Syll. 615.9. 
127 Voyatzis and Romano, Starkovich The earliest Mycenaen pottery so far is LHIIB and roughly equivalent to the 
Minoan period LM IB-II.  
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knowledge of the site’s antiquity at least in the surrounding area where habitation continued. 

Pausanias’s claim that Lykaion was the true birthplace of Zeus instead of Crete similarly hints at 

the great antiquity associated with the site.128 In addition, several myths connect Zeus’ worship 

at the site to a more grounded, chthonic nature. In particular, Pausanias’ account of a rain magic 

ritual performed by priests of Lykaion Zeus during times of drought points to chthonic aspects of 

the cult. 

ἢν δὲ αὐχμὸς χρόνον ἐπέχῃ πολὺν καὶ ἤδη σφίσι τὰ σπέρματα ἐν 
τῇ γῇ καὶ τὰ δένδρα αὐαίνηται, τηνικαῦτα ὁ ἱερεὺς τοῦ Λυκαίου 
Διὸς προσευξάμενος ἐς τὸ ὕδωρ καὶ θύσας ὁπόσα ἐστὶν αὐτῷ 
νόμος, καθίησι δρυὸς κλάδον ἐπιπολῆς καὶ οὐκ ἐς βάθος τῆς 
πηγῆς: ἀνακινηθέντος δὲ τοῦ ὕδατος ἄνεισιν ἀχλὺς ἐοικυῖα ὁμίχλῃ, 
διαλιποῦσα δὲ ὀλίγον γίνεται νέφος ἡ ἀχλὺς καὶ ἐς αὑτὴν ἄλλα 
ἐπαγομένη τῶν νεφῶν ὑετὸν τοῖς Ἀρκάσιν ἐς τὴν γῆν κατιέναι 
ποιεῖ. (Paus. 8.38.4) 
 
If a drought maintains for a long time and the seeds in the earth 
and the trees themselves wither, then the priest of Lykaion Zeus 
offering prayers toward the water and burnt sacrifices (as many as 
is custom) he shallowly dips an oak branch in the surface of the 
spring. When the water has been awakened, a mist rises like a 
vapor. After a little time the mist becomes a cloud and collecting 
into itself other clouds it makes rain fall on the land of the 
Arkadians.  

 
The myth implies that the water for the rain comes from the earth and thus a chthonic aspect of 

the deity.129 Although there are strong indications of chthonic aspects of Zeus at Mt. Lykaion, 

the burnt animal sacrifice at the altar suggest an Olympia aspect as well. The two aspects could 

have coexisted within the cult. 

 

                                                 
128 Paus. 8.36.3. 
129 The idea that water could come from not only the sky but the earth is attested in numerous ancient sources - that 
the underworld contained river systems seems a universal thought in ancient Greek and Roman literature see 
Aristotle’s Meterologica 1.13 detailing that Arkadia specifically has the greatest number of subterranean water areas 
or Seneca’s Natural Questions book 3 details terrestrial waters.   
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Ritual Purity 

Various sanctuaries in the Greek world restricted access to the temple itself both for 

locals and outsiders. A caricature of a religiously superstitious man is presented in the 

Characters of Theophrastus. The late 4th c BCE work provides thirty brief descriptions of 

character types the author observed in his life. The δεισιδαιμονία man spends his entire day 

attempting to avoid being polluted (μὴ μιαίνεσθαι). He sprinkles himself with water from sacred 

sources multiple times throughout the day, stays away from sources considered to be ritually 

impure including pregnant women, corpses, and gravestones (λεχώ, νεκρόν, μνήματι), and 

constantly thinks about how to propitiate the gods.130  The δεισιδαιμονία man is an over 

exaggeration but provides a list of behaviors and things that were potential factors of limited 

access at sanctuary sites and can be compared to restrictions found on inscriptions and from 

other literary sources. The common theme of the man’s suspicions is that they are all items that 

can cause miasma or pollution. The pollution stayed with the person until they were either 

purified by some means or punished. His fear of being polluted (although hyperbolized) 

highlights the importance of ritual purity for worship.  

  Regardless of other restrictions placed on sites, ritual purity was required of all visitors. 

The concept of ritual purity was the largest conceptualized boundary that acted as a potential 

restriction to sanctuary site access. Pollution as it occurred happened in the secular world and it 

was necessary to avoid bringing any previously acquired pollution into the sacred space. As 

mentioned earlier the omnipresence of the gods in the Greek landscape meant truly secular 

spaces did not exist, however the need for purity was something only associated with the sacred 

realm of sanctuary sites and the actual act of sacrifice. The pollutants that people might come 

                                                 
130 Thphr.Char.16. 
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across had no ill effect on their daily lives but they did once they wanted to cross the boundary 

into a sanctuary.131 

The two Greek words most commonly associated with a sense of ‘pure’ are καθαρός and 

‘αγνός. Neither word has been identified in Linear B but both feature in early epic and lyric 

poetry.132 The idea of needing to be ritually pure to enter a sanctuary is a concept found as early 

as Homer. In book 1 of the Iliad, after Apollo has sent a plague to the Achaeans, Odysseus and a 

company of men are sent to return Chryseis to her father. They do so ἐπὶ βωμὸν ἄγων (leading 

her to an altar) and thus entering a sacred space. Once the men arrive at the sacred space and 

resolve to sacrifice they then must χερνίψαντο (sprinkle their hands with holy water).133 

Similarly in book 16 before Achilles can sacrifice to Zeus he ἐκάθηρε (cleanses) a special 

libation cup with sulfur.134  The cleansing acts temporarily place the men in a state of ritual 

purity and allow them to complete sacrifices.  

The presence of perirrhanteria at numerous sanctuary sites, such as Isthmia, Olympia, 

and the Samian Heraion, echoes the literary evidence regarding cleansing oneself before entering 

a temenos. Perirrhanteria were sacred water basins that sanctuary visitors and priests/priestesses 

used to ceremonially cleanse themselves in prior to entering the sacred space. Evidence of such 

basins have been found dating from the late 8th-7th c. BCE. As many as seventeen perirrhanteria 

are now known from the 7th c. BCE.135 They were typically made of stone, especially marble, but 

clay examples have been found.136 The basins were often placed on a high stand or foot, which 

                                                 
131 Bendlin, 2007: 182 for a more complete discussion on purity and pollution as social constructs as well as how 
they are interpreted by various anthropological scholars see Bendlin 178-189 and Douglas 1966 and 1999, and 
Burkert 1998. 
132 For a more detailed look at the two words see Williger, 1923: 37-72; Moulinier, 1952: 149-68 and 270-81, Parker 
1976:147-51 and Robertson, 2013:197-202. 
133 Hom.Il.1.440-49. 
134 Hom.Il. 16.228. 
135 Carter 1988 : 419-22. 
136 Popović 2012: 265. 
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could be plain or carved (fig. 10). One of the earliest of known perirrhanteria was found in the 

Sanctuary of Hera on Samos and has been dated to shortly before the middle of the 7th c. BCE. A 

particularly ornate perirrhanterion was found at Isthmia in the debris of the Archaic temple of 

Poseidon. The marble basin has been dated contemporary with the Archaic temple (690 BCE- 

650 BCE) based on the style of carving on the stand and was carved from Laconian marble.137 

Broneer recovered many fragments from the perirrhanterion, restored it, and placed it on display 

at the Isthmia Museum.138 Gebhard calls the sculpture “perhaps the most elaborate dedication at 

the sanctuary” and determines it must have stood outside the temple because it showed no signs 

of damage from the fire that destroyed the Archaic temple and marked all the dedications within 

the temple.139 The sculpture around the basin included four women, each standing on the back of 

a lion and holding a leash in one hand the lion’s tail in the other. The well-worn surface of the 

interior led Gebhard to further conclude the perirrhanterion was not only a dedication but was 

used by visitors to the sanctuary.140  

Official rules of purity first appear in 6th c BCE inscriptions. They likely existed earlier, 

but inscriptions before this period are rare and do not provide a large enough sample to comment 

further. The appearance of the concept of ritual purity in Homer and Hesiod suggests the laws 

were already in place in some form in the 8th c BCE.141   

 This concept is fully addressed by the 5th c BCE writings of Hippocrates. His work On 

The Sacred Disease details his observations about epilepsy and discusses the idea of pollutions 

coming from the gods versus pollutions cured by the gods.    

                                                 
137 Broneer 1956: 26. Although the marble was Laconian, Broneer stresses this does not necessarily mean it was 
carved in Laconia and could have just as easily been transported as raw material and then carved in Corinth.   
138 Broneer 1971: 11-12; Gebhard and Hemans, 1992: 36-7. 
139 Gebhard 1992: 160.  
140 Ibid.  
141 See n. 97-8. 
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αὐτοί τε ὅρους τοῖσι θεοῖσι τῶν ἱερῶν καὶ τῶν τεμενέων 
ἀποδείκνυμεν, ὡς ἂν μηδεὶς ὑπερβαίνῃ ἢν μὴ ἁγνεύῃ, ἐσιόντες τε 
ἡμεῖς περιρραινόμεθα οὐχ ὡς μιαινόμενοι, ἀλλ᾿ εἴ τι καὶ πρότερον 
ἔχομεν μύσος, τοῦτο ἀφαγνιούμενοι. καὶ περὶ μὲν τῶν καθαρμῶν 
οὕτω μοι δοκεῖ ἔχειν. ( Hippoc. Morb. sacr.1.) 
 
They assign the sacred temene to the gods so that no one should 
cross the boundaries without purifying himself; as we go in, we 
purify ourselves with holy water, not because we are thereby 
polluted but to rid ourselves of any stain we may have contracted 
previously. This is my opinion of the purifications. 

 
Hippocrates explicitly mentions the requirement of being ritually pure to gain access to a 

temenos and further expresses the notion of some kind of distinction or separation between the 

sacredness of sanctuary sites from other spaces. He even goes so far as to claim the very reason 

temenos boundaries are marked is so no one intentionally or accidentally enters the sacred area 

without purifying themselves.142 A common formula becomes ‘αγόν εισιέναι ‘από γυναικός καί 

λεχούς καί κήδους (“enter pure from wife and childbed and mourning”). This restriction could 

imply women were barred from the site, however, when gender restrictions do occur the 

epigraphical evidence is generally more specific and explicitly mentions that women are barred 

from entry.   

 Beyond purification upon entering a sacred space ritual purity could be regulated in 

varying degrees depending on the site. Healing sanctuaries required the participants of incubatio 

to abstain from certain animal products and sexual intercourse for a certain number of days 

before entering the site. Epigraphical evidence on the specifics of what caused pollution and 

what needed to be avoided shows general similarities across regions in the Greek world, but 

                                                 
142 ὡς + ἂν + the subjunctive for a purpose clause is rare in Attic Greek but not unheard of. See: Smyth §2201 a. The 
ἂν does not affect the meaning §2201 b.  
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likewise reveals many minute differences, such as how many days abstinence was required or 

what specific clothing was necessary.143  

 Herodotus attributes the practice of abstaining from sex in sacred sites to the Egyptians:  

καὶ τὸ μὴ μίσγεσθαι γυναιξὶ ἐν ἱροῖσι μηδὲ ἀλούτους ἀπὸ γυναικῶν ἐς ἱρὰ ἐσιέναι οὗτοι εἰσὶ οἱ 

πρῶτοι θρησκεύσαντες. (“It was the Egyptians who first made it a matter of religious observance 

not to have intercourse with women in temples nor to enter a temple after such intercourse 

without washing”).144 Herodotus goes on to compare men who break this rule with animals 

mating both ἔν τε τοῖσι νηοῖσι τῶν θεῶν καὶ ἐν τοῖσι τεμένεσι (“in the temple and the temenos of 

the gods”).145 

 Ample evidence exists especially from inscriptions detailing people who disregarded 

purity regulations at sites. A collection of inscriptions from Asia Minor reveal multiple people 

found in violation of ritual purity including men, women, and slaves.146 In nearly every case 

where a transgression is recorded punishment by the sanctuary’s gods is mentioned as well.  

Physical or monetary punishments enacted by the society are mentioned for various bad behavior 

and transgressions but not for breaking ritual purification necessity at sites. This does not, 

however, mean there were not systems of repercussions set in place.  

 Potentially even more serious was when the sacred site itself became contaminated in 

some way. Most often stories of such events involve dead bodies in temples either from murder 

or from instances of exposure. Thucydides relates a story that involves both. In book 1.126-8, 

Thucydides describes the Kylonian offense (Κυλώνειον ‘άγος). Kylon the Athenian attempts to 

                                                 
143 Clothing often needed to be light not dark, nothing too elaborate, only wool or linen; shoes plain or none at all; 
no ring or belt no jewelry no iron. The formula for such prohibitions μή εισιέναι ‘έχοντασ κτλ ορ μή ‘εισφέρειν κτλ 
“do not enter with” or “do not bring in”. 
144 Hdt. 2.64.1. 
145 Hdt. 2.64.2. 
146 Roth, Hoffner, and Michalowski, 1995. 
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establish a tyranny on the Athenian Acropolis and ends up seeking asylum from the militia at the 

altar of Athena while his co-conspirators take refuge at the altar of the Eumenides. The 

Athenians convince Kylon to leave the temenos of Athena because they fear in his weakened 

state he will die there and pollute the site. The implication seems clear that if someone dies 

within a temenos they become a cause of pollution. The conspirators who sought asylum at the 

altar of the Eumenides were killed within the temenos. From this act their executioners become 

καὶ ἀπὸ τούτου ἐναγεῖς καὶ ἀλιτήριοι τῆς θεοῦ ἐκεῖνοί τε ἐκαλοῦντο καὶ τὸ γένος τὸ ἀπ᾽ ἐκείνων 

(“and on account of these things [the murder] they and their descendants were considered cursed 

and guilty by the goddess”).147  Thucydides’ story highlights both how a sacred precinct could 

become polluted and how individuals could become polluted from breaking sacred laws within a 

holy precinct; in this case the transgression was bad enough that the entire line of the offenders 

was considered cursed.  

 In addition, the episode in Thucydides deals with the issue of asylum in sanctuaries. It 

was already mentioned above that envoys received sacred protection but other individuals could 

obtain asylia (inviolability) as well. Schumacher points out that the concept and need for asylia 

needs to be seen in context with the absence of international civil law in the Greek world.148 

Asylia could be given for secular reasons, such as a merchant traveling to a city outside their own 

polis. When asylum was sought within a sanctuary it was often referred to as hiketeia 

(supplication). Under hiketeia suppliants who took refuge in a sanctuary or held on to an altar, 

were considered part of the sanctuary and thus sacred themselves.149 This law stemmed from one 

of the basic tenants of Greek religion: everything inside a sacred area was owned by the deity 

                                                 
147 Thuc. 1.126.11. 
148 Schumacher, 2002: 68. 
149 Ibid. 69. 
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and affected administrative matters such as what to do with damaged votives.150 Although 

hiketeia and asylia were markedly different, sanctuaries where hiketeia might take place could 

also be considered asylia. Sanctuaries, especially Panhellenic ones, could declare themselves 

asyla. Areas would be marked out in the sanctuary, often with horos stones, that specified 

potential visitors’, participants’ in festivals, merchants’, etc. safety was guaranteed.151  

Extraurban cult centers were often ideal for asyla due to their remote locations. When a location 

was declared asyla, very interesting spatial changes often took place. The need for more space to 

house refugees and the need for that space to be sacred meant additional space often outside the 

temenos needed to be incorporated into the sanctuary.152 Sinn coined this area as the “sacred 

meadow”.153 The area acted to push out the sanctuary’s temenos boundary and was considered 

part of the area’s sacred precinct. It is unclear however what restrictions applied to the asyla area 

of the sanctuary, however, individuals seeking asylum in sanctuaries were undoubtedly subject to 

all restrictions normally present at the given site. 154  

Larger crowds seeking asylum in times of crisis would have been harder to police, 

although regulations governing large pilgrimage groups are known implying it was not unheard 

of to attempt to regulate larger groups of people and rules likely would have been expected to 

still be observed. In addition to purity concerns within the sanctuary itself, reverence held for the 

path leading to sanctuary sites is also seen especially in pilgrimage journeys. Select routes as 

                                                 
150 Frielinghaus, 2016.; Lindenlauf 2003 30-32. Frielinghaus has studied the material found in wells at Olympia and 
observed the deposit closest to the temple was used in votive recycling. Stephanie Kimmey from the University of 
Missouri– Columbia used Frielinghaus’ methodology in her 2018 CAMWS paper to evaluate the well deposits at 
Nemea and found similar results.  
151 Robert 1948: 33-42. 
152 Xenophon mentions during certain times entire areas could seek refuge at their local sanctuary. He refers 
specifically to the entire peninsula of Perachora rushing to the sanctuary on the cape X.HG.4.5  
153 Sinn 1993: 88-101. 
154 A sharp increase in asylia sanctuaries is seen in the Hellenistic period likely due to the turmoil following the 
death of Alexander. Independent city states were unable to compete with Hellenistic kingdoms and were usually 
forced to ally themselves to one of them for defense, giving honors to Hellenistic rulers in return for protection 
Green, Peter; Alexander to Actium, the historical evolution of the Hellenistic age, page 11. 
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particular pathways could be given equal deference to the destination of the sanctuaries.155 This 

is especially true for rural cult places or those found in mountainous areas. Evidence for this can 

be seen in sacred laws that regulated the protection of pilgrims even in times of war as well as in 

accounts of feuding poleis still committing to Panhellenic pilgrimages within the festival 

circuit.156   

Several sacred law inscriptions also detail regulations for public cleanliness. The four 

known inscriptions that discuss public cleanliness regulations are all in the context of religion.157 

The inscriptions are from Thasos, Paros, Athens, and Keos, and all detail ways in which the area 

surrounding sanctuary sites needed to be maintained and kept clean from things like litter, dirty-

post sacrificial water, and pollution from industry such as tanning animal hides near rivers that 

pass by sanctuaries.158 The laws are similar for different regions and different time periods 

implying a widespread notion that the areas near sacred sites should be kept clean. The 

punishment for breaking these laws was a monetary fine.  

Gender Restrictions  

Despite the picture of seclusion of women in Greek society often painted when referring 

to women’s roles, there is ample evidence that suggests Greek women were religiously active 

outside of their homes.159 On local levels women could organize and oversee their own festivals 

such as the Thesmophoria in Athens or cult of Artemis at Brauron. The former festival was for 

women only, in terms of attendance and cult knowledge. Similarly, the cult to Artemis at 

Brauron was restricted to women and administered through them. Several women from 

                                                 
155 Pihokker 2013: 40. 
156 Dillion, 1997: 1-17, 24-5.                          
157 SEG xlii 785 early 5th century BC IG xii (5) 107 early 5th century BC IG i3 257 c. 440–430 BC IG xii (5) 569 
early 3rd century BC.  
158 For more discussion on the duties of property owners in street cleaning see D. Hennig 1995: 235-82. 
159 For further discussion on women’s roles in religion: Farnell 1909, Osborne 1993:294ff, Burkert, Håland 2009: 
101-120. 
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Aristophanes’ Lysistrata provide stories of their own participation not only as attendees, but also 

as religious officials at the site. The chorus mentions women serving as Arrhephoroi 

(ἠρρηφόρουν)160 and basket carriers (κἀκανηφόρουν) for Athena and a grain grinder (ἀλετρὶς) 

and a bear (ἄρκτος) for Artemis (τἀρχηγέτι, Βραυρωνίοις).161 While these positions clearly 

indicate women took active roles in their festivals the comedy is specifically about extremely 

wealthy members of the community. The chorus calls itself χλιδῶσαν ἀγλαῶς ἔθρεψέ με (“she 

[the city] raised me in splendid luxury”). 162 In addition to festival restrictions entrance to some 

sacred sites was allowed only to women. The temple of Dionysos at Brysai163 and the temple of 

Demeter at Megalopolis164 were two example of such sites. According to Pausanias, the 

sanctuary of Demeter in Megalopolis also contained a grove behind the temple of Demeter.165 

This grove was forbidden for any man to enter.166  

 Cults outside of local community control, however, appear to be exclusively controlled 

by men. Even sites like Delphi and Dodona (for at least part of its history) where there were 

female oracles, were regulated by males.167 Some cults explicitly banned women from entrance 

to sanctuaries, such as the sanctuary of Herakles on the island of Thasos around 440 BCE,168 and 

the largely popular Panhellenic Olympic festival.169 

                                                 
160 The meaning of Ἀρρη is uncertain. The second part of the title clearly indicated carrying but what exactly the 
young girl participants were instructed to carry is unsure.  
161 Ar. Lys. 639-45. 
162 Ar. Lys. 640. 
163 Paus. 3.20.3. 
164 Paus. 8.36.1-6. Pausanias mentions a peribolos sacred to the Μεγάλων θεῶν (Great Goddesses) located in the 
western area of the agora at Megalopolis. He describes stone and wooden cult statues of Demeter and Persephone as 
well as Heracles, Pan, Apollo, and Nymphs among others. Pausanias goes on to specifically use the word ναός 
(temple).  
165 Paus. 8.36.5. 
166 Ibid.  
167 Dillion 1997: 184.  
168 Bergquist, 1973: 5-8; 5th c BCE inscription – no goats and no women.   
169 Paus 5.6.7, 5.13.10, 6.20.9. Women were barred from the Olympic festival with maybe the exception of the 
parthenoi and a priestess of Demeter Chamyne. This interpretation however has been disputed by Kempe 1936 
based off inscription LKE 55:281-82. 
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 In general, because pregnancy, breastfeeding, and, in later time periods, menstruation 

were possible ritual pollutants that were regulated by sacred laws, women faced more cult 

regulation and exclusion than men. Natural body functions of men were not considered polluting. 

That men were not considered “pure” if they had had contact with a woman implies certain 

attitudes towards women in general.    

Ethnicity Restrictions  

One restriction that appears in several ancient sources relates to the worshippers’ 

ethnicity. On the most practical level the visitor to a Greek sanctuary needed to be able to 

understand Greek. This restriction seems especially important at oracular sanctuaries. Herodotus, 

Pausanias, and Plutarch all offer accounts of the Persian general Mardonius’ (or Mys’) visit to 

the oracle of Apollo Ptoios on Mount Ptoion in Boeotia. Three Theban guards were required to 

escort and supervise Mys during his visit to the oracle not only to ensure good behavior but to 

actually record the oracle. The anecdote indicated a restriction on what language oracles should 

rightly be received in. Ethnicity restrictions are also found in inscription evidence.  LSCG 110 is 

a 5th c BCE fragmentary regulation from Paros found on a column. The inscription states that 

Dorians are not allowed into the precinct or to participate in a festival of Damoia.170   

Monetary Restrictions / Perquisites 

Epigraphical evidence provides examples of financial provisions for items to be allocated 

to priests and priestesses both for ritual use and as perquisites. Two of the earliest known 

inscriptions relating to sacred laws are I Eleus.7 and IG I3 232.171 Both inscriptions seem to have 

been about provisions for festivals, the former regarding specifically the Eleusinian Mysteries 

and the latter containing parallel provisions for other festivals.  The Linear B tablets include 

                                                 
170 LSCG 110. 
171 I Eleus. 7 has been dated 510-490 BCE and IG I3 232. To 510-480 BCE.  
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similar lists of animals and resources such as honey and grain that different groups of peoples or 

officials provided for gods and feasts. 172 Although the Linear B texts are administrative records 

and do not contain laws, the appearance of the lists of items on multiple tablets from multiple 

palace centers seems to imply a practice of communal contribution.  

Fees for sanctuaries varied depending on the function of the sanctuary. The cost of taking 

part in ritual activity could be high in some cases including cult fees, the cost of an animal for 

sacrifice, votive items, and travel to the site. Specific use sites such as oracular and healing 

shrines featured higher cult fees and usually required travel to the site that could add up to costs 

too great for lower socio-economic groups. Generally, however, the cost of pilgrimage was not 

so great that it would act as a major obstacle. The range, material, and size of votives suggest 

that people with varying amounts of wealth were able to visit sanctuary sites. This range can be 

seen clearly in the 8th c BCE when a massive spike in votives can be seen at sanctuaries and 

bronze is reintroduced but poorer cheaper votives are seen at sanctuaries as well.173 In fact, there 

seems to be no time period, except for the 11th-10th c BCE after the Bronze Age collapse, in 

which both expensive and inexpensive votives are not found at sanctuary sites indicating visitors 

from a wide range of social classes. The inclusion of slaves in various cults like the Eleusinian 

Mysteries likewise indicates there were options available even for the financially disadvantaged. 

Certain cult sites even regulated that priests could be required to supplement the sacrifices of 

worshippers who could not afford the required materials.174  

Evidence for certain monetary requirements can be found in inscriptions and artistic 

representations. IG II2 4962 provides instructions for preliminary sacrifice as well as describes 

                                                 
172 Py Ta 716, Py Un 718  Ua 17, Ua 25, Un 2, Un 47, Un 138, Un 718, Th Wu 49, 70, 72, 65, Th Uo 121. 
173 Snodgrass,1981 :50. 
174 For example see the cult of Apollo Maleatas on Mt. Kynourtion. Lambrinoudakis 1980b 45-55.  
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how a priest erected a reminder of proper cult behavior. “Euthydemos of Eleusis, priest of 

Asklepios, erected the stelai by the altars, on which (stelai) he first depicted the round cakes that 

are required to be preliminarily sacrificed.” The inscription itself acts to remind worshippers of 

proper cult behavior and indicates that artistic representations could be used for the exact same 

purpose.  

Discussion 

 Sacred laws that govern behavior at sanctuary sites help provide a look at the operations 

of Greek sanctuaries. Levels of access can help to contextualize the development of sites and 

how their visitors interacted with the site, not just from the archaeological record but how from 

an ancient viewpoint they were expected to behave. A dramatic increase in sacred laws and 

restrictions is seen in the 5th and 4th c BCE. The shift seems to reflect increased political control 

and complexity. However, the nature of the evidence must be taken into consideration. The 

majority of the epigraphical evidence comes from Attica and the Aegean Islands. This could be a 

result of excavation bias, as the region of Attica has received the greatest amount of attention due 

to its high level of development and monumental sites. However, it seems like that this high level 

of development is exactly what lead to the establishment of more sacred laws and restrictions. 

The greater unification of areas such as Attica led to increased population, a greater 

monumentalization of sanctuary sites, and thus higher traffic. This caused both a wider range of 

more specialized cults and sanctuary sites (such as one gender specific cults) as well as a need 

for increased restrictions for safety and practicality.175 This shift  in sanctuary access seems 

directly linked to the rise of the polis beginning in the 8th  c BCE and the increase centralization 

of  power from the 7th-4th c BCE.. A similar progression of control by the elite in power is 

                                                 
175 Compare to the region of Arkadia which did not undergo major political unification until the 4th c BCE.  
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discussed in the next chapter beginning with a look at the Bronze Age Crete peak sanctuaries. 

Once the palaces become a more centralized focus of power certain sanctuaries are developed 

and a few (like Juktas) are even architecturally built up while others are abandoned.176 Once a 

cult site becomes not only a domestic or community responsibility, but also one that involves the 

political force of the culture, levels of access become more distinctly stratified and more 

complex. In Homer the idea of ritual purity is present but few other restrictions can be seen. By 

the time of Hesiod restrictions can be seen in several more categories. By the 6th c BCE the early 

inscriptions regarding sanctuary regulations begin to appear indicating an even more complex 

system of access and rules.     

Conclusion  

The most important restriction placed on sanctuary sites was that of ritual purity. It is a 

concept at least as early as the 8th c BCE and one that continues throughout the history of Greek 

religion. The temenos acted as the first boundary a visitor to a sanctuary site would face and as 

the boundary for which ritual purity needed to be obtained. Besides ritual purity restrictions 

varied sanctuary to sanctuary based on ranges of criteria such as regional variations in beliefs 

and mythologies or the nature of the deity worshipped. A trend appears in the literature 

indicating that as central seats of power nucleated or became more complex new restrictions 

were added. In addition, individual circumstances, such as a group of misbehaving visitors, could 

spur sanctuary sites to add additional rules or levels of access, including requiring a religious 

official of the site to be present before visitation was allowed. Finally, the primary function of 

the sanctuary, for example as healing sanctuaries or oracular shrines, could widely effect 

restrictions placed on the sanctuary.   

                                                 
176 Peatfield 1990: 126-128. 
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The next chapter discusses the archaeological evidence, how it can further illustrate 

restrictions and accessibility at Greek sanctuary sites, and how a linked pattern between 

restrictions and political control can be seen across time periods and site type.    
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Chapter 3: Archaeological Remains of Sacred Sites and Liminality  
 

Having looked at some of the restrictions of access at sanctuary sites from the literary and 

epigraphical record, the uses of temenos and abaton, and how they can be physically set up, we 

now turn to some of the archaeological remains. We examine evidence of restrictions at 

sanctuaries beginning in the Early Bronze Age on Crete, a brief look at Iron Age evidence, and 

then the Archaic and Classical development of the Sanctuary of Hera on Samos and the Athenian 

Acropolis. Through this variety of examples, I aim to show that a similar pattern of sanctuary 

development in terms of accessibility and restrictions can be seen not only in different time 

periods, but at different types of sanctuaries (urban, suburban, extraurban, Panhellenic, and 

ethnos). In each case as political control of the sanctuaries’ patron settlement(s) becomes 

stronger, restrictions at sanctuary sites increase.   

It has long been recognized that the physical nature of the landscape has an effect on the 

people living within it. From ancient sources such as Strabo’s Geography177 or Polybius’ 

Histories, in which he asserts that Arkadians were musical to protect themselves from the 

detrimental effects of their harsh environment,178 to modern scholarship such as Bintliff’s 1977 

treatise “Natural Environment and Human Settlement in Prehistoric Greece,” people have been 

aware of and reflected on how cultures have formed attachments to their physical surroundings.    

 An important concept of sacred space organization is that of liminality. Liminality can 

be defined as the aspect of space that occupies the boundary between two distinct zones. In later 

periods this is often created through built spaces, however, as is discussed below, in the case of 

sacred groves, it can occur anyplace where one environment is marked off from another with 

                                                 
177 On Arcadia 8.8.1. 
178 4.19.13-21.12. 
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distinct boundaries, either man-made or natural. Edmund Leach defined liminal space as “an 

anthropological inevitability,” the core concept of which comes from demarcating between what 

is and what is not sacred (fig.11).179 When such category distinctions are made based on social 

constructs, such as religion, created boundaries can help reveal how the society interacted with 

their space. Leach suggests that any physical element of construction involved in the separation 

of space must either be impermeable or permeable.180 The level of permeability is one that the 

architecture can control, and thus can restrict the level of access to a sanctuary site in varying 

degrees. This concept was already briefly seen in the staggered peribolos walls at Delphi and the 

inner rooms of the Artemis temples discussed in the Adyton section of Chapter One. While those 

sites were different from each other in numerous ways, the manner in which they were built up 

as their poleis became more stratified politically is a pattern that can be seen as far back as the 

Early Bronze Age.      

 Cult Accessibility in the Bronze Age  

Minoan Evidence 

 While the literary information for cult space in the Bronze Age is very limited, a 

concept of restricted access to sanctuary sites can be observed from the archaeological record 

and architectural remains. Numerous rooms in the palatial centers of Crete have been identified 

as ritual spaces. For the scope of this thesis, however, I focus on peak sanctuaries and what can 

be deduced regarding their accessibility levels. Peak sanctuaries on Crete in the Early (3000-

2000 BCE), Middle (2000-1550 BCE), and Late Minoan periods (1500-1100 BCE) are prime 

places to begin to look for the distinctions of sacred from profane space and the organization of 

the sacred spaces.  

                                                 
179 Leach 1976, 35. 
180 Ibid. 
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Topographically Crete contains numerous mountain ranges and peaks. Any culture that 

evolves in such a landscape is going to have an appropriate ritual response to it and for the 

Minoans that response was the creation of the peak sanctuaries.181 As early as EMII (2600–2300) 

material indicative of cult activity begins to appear on mountain peaks.182 The term peak 

sanctuaries was first used in 1903 by Myres upon excavating the mountain Petsophas located 

above the town of Palaikastro.183 The summit of the mountain contained a small stone structure 

where Myers found ceramic sherds and clay figurines. Myres determined the figurines were 

votive in nature and that what he had found was a sacred site.184 Following Myres’ discovery 

over 50 sites were subsequently classified as peak sanctuaries on Crete.185  

Peatfield in a series of articles created a stricter checklist of criteria necessary to classify 

a site as a peak sanctuary and narrowed down the number from over 50 to about 25 sanctuaries 

active before the MMIB period.186 Peak sanctuaries, as their name suggests, were places on 

mountain peaks. However, the peaks chosen for the sanctuaries needed to be ones “situated to 

maximize human interaction (visually and physically accessible from areas of human habitation 

and exploitation).187 The peak sanctuaries were located in spots that allowed relatively easy 

access i.e., not more than a 1-3 hours away from settlement sites. These locations were not 

intended for long arduous pilgrimages but rather smaller, local personal ones.188 Peak sanctuaries 

                                                 
181 Peatfield, 1994: 21. 
182 Peatfield pg. 22. 
183 Myres 1902-03, 356-387. 
184 Myres 1903 356-387. 
185 Rutkowski created a catalogue of the sites in his 1988 work (pg 78-98) but cut the number down to 37.  
186 Peatfield 1983, 1987, 1980. Other work on peak sanctuaries include Hägg and Marianatos, 1981, 1988 Karetsou 
1981, Jones 1999, Kyriakidis 2002, Nowicki 1994. 
187 Peatfield 1992: 60. 
188 The early use of the peak sanctuaries has some chronological overlap with the tomb cults characteristic of the EM 
period. Both peak sanctuaries and EM tomb cults were community based in nature. Evidence for the multiple burial 
tombs suggest a pattern of small nucleated settlements each with their own tomb. D. Blackman & K. Branigan 
‘Archaeological survey of the lower catchment area of the Ayiofarango valley’ BSA 72, 1977 13-84, Peatfield 123-
4. 
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were very much local shrines that could be easily accessed by the communities that oversaw 

them, and, as Moody has pointed out, were placed within areas that were agriculturally exploited 

by the Minoans.189 Even the steepest of known peak sanctuaries had a gentle slope on at least 

one side that allowed for easier access.190   

In terms of defining space on the peak sanctuaries, no literary record exists to aid us; 

however, certain features of the spaces indicate a level of organization. Architecture was 

minimal and built structures were usually rudimentary, but open spaces defined by 

concentrations of water-worn pebbles also appear to have been a typical feature. The pebble 

scatters cannot be definitively dated and stratigraphy for the open-air sites and caves of Crete is 

difficult due to both ancient and modern disturbances at the sites. The appearance of the pebbles 

at sites that did not continue past the MM period, however, indicates they were a feature of the 

sites before palatial control. The pebbles are not well documented but, when mentioned, they 

appear to be grouped together and arranged radially in a way that directs the visitor towards the 

altar of the sanctuary.191 Keria in particular provides an image of this as rocky areas of the site 

corresponding with defined pebble scatters indicating an important section of the site.192 Since 

most peak sanctuaries did not have architectural constructions, a terrace or system of terraces 

was often the primary element of the overall spatial organization at the site. Sanctuaries 

composed of more than one terrace usually had a central ritual area located on the highest 

terrace, like the stone altar at Jouktas and the bonfire at Traostalos. Rutkowski points out an 

additional feature of peak sanctuaries’ topography in that they are usually placed in locations 

                                                 
189 Moody, 1987: 37-129. 
190 Peatfield, 1987: 120. 
191 The pebbles are river or sea worn and clearly carried and placed on the peaks from other locations. Soetens et al. 
2002 suggest the pebbles might connect the sanctuaries with the sea in a type of ‘lighthouse’ or beacon role for 
sailing ships. Their articles analyzes the viewshed of each sanctuary further to determine what intervisibility might 
have taken place between the peaks.  
192 Kyriakidis 2005: 143-4. 
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where tree growth is minimum and difficult.193 The lack of trees on the peaks would have made 

them visually stand from their surrounding area and would have created an ideological boundary 

or distinction of space.  

Several sites seem to utilize the natural rock configurations in an architectural sense. 

Some appear almost as temene boundaries. The finds on the upper terrace at Atsipades were 

limited to a small area, delineated by a line of bedrock used as a natural wall to mark the limit of 

the sacred area.194 At Zou Prinias natural rock formations serve to wall in a sacred area in the 

northern section of the highest terrace.195 In other cases, prominent rock features seem to have 

marked sacred areas by defining focal points in the sanctuary layout. The fronts of the shrine 

buildings at Jouktas and Petsophas faced open areas of bare rock, the one at Jouktas with a stone 

altar built on top (fig.12).196  Finally, certain natural rocks seem to have served some ritual 

function, such as the standing rock incorporated into the shrine building at Traostalos, interpreted 

as a baetyl197, or the large flat rock in the center of the upper terrace at Zou Prinias, which may 

have been used as an altar.198  

 A shift in the use and the number of frequented peak sanctuary sites is seen during the 

LM period once the second palatial centers rise to power. The number of frequented peak 

sanctuaries drops from at least twenty-five sites to eight sites.199 In addition to the drop in the 

number of sites, the eight sites that continue into the Second Palatial period underwent changes 

in structure and votive deposits. The peak sanctuaries seem to reflect changes towards 

                                                 
193 Rutkowski 1986, 75. 
194 Peatfield 1992. 
195 Rutkowski, pp. 86-87. 
196 Karetsou, 1981:145. 
197 See also artistic representation of a peak sanctuaries or epiphany scenes with a baetyl.   
198  Peatfield 1990:122-123, fig. 12. Zou Prinias: Faure 1967:118-119,  Platon 1971: 165-167. 
199 There is evidence that not all peak sanctuary sites went completely out of use and likely were still used on local 
levels. The eight peaks that are co-opted by the palaces are the ones geographically closest to large palatial centers 
or settlements.   
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complexity in the social organization of the Minoan culture that resulted in an increase in the 

segmentation of space and architecture.200  As the palaces grew in power they co-opted certain 

peak sanctuaries and moved towards institutionalizing the religion. Once a religion moves 

towards institutionalization, spatial configuration becomes even more important. This can be 

seen notably at Jouktas, Petsophas, Atsipadhes, and Anemospilia. Once the palaces take control 

of the peaks sanctuaries they introduce a number of new elements to the sacred space including 

small amounts ashlar masonry, Horns of Consecration, and tripartite divisions of architecture 

(especially at Juktas) (fig.13).201 These elements likewise begin to appear in artistic 

representations such as seal rings and rhyton. The appearance of architecture creates new levels 

of access and restriction to the site and the tripartite shrines indicates conscious thought in the 

planning of space. Peatfield has argued that the nature of votive offerings changed in the MM 

period as well. He saw the increase of richer material as an indication of a more elite clientele 

visiting the sanctuary.202 Betancourt likewise interpreted this as an increased amount of control 

over the sanctuary sites.203 Cherry has argued that the peak sanctuaries were a phenomenon only 

of the first Palace period.204 Peatfield, however, argues against this interpretation on the basis 

that Cherry’s evidence all dated to the Second Palace period including iconographic 

representations of the peak sanctuaries found only in the palaces, the shared cult apparatus 

between the palaces and peaks, and the palatial writing system found in both palaces and peak 

sanctuaries.205 The material evidence on the peak sanctuaries from the First Palace period is 

varied and “reveals the localized and parochial relations” of the peak sanctuaries and their 

                                                 
200 Kent 1993: 3-8. 
201 Peatfield 1983: 280. 
202 Peatfield 1983, p 277. 
203 Betancourt 1999, 219-225. 
204 Cherry 1984 18-48; Cherry 1986 19-45. 
205 Pearfield 1990: 126. 
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associated communities.206 The number of peak sanctuaries with material from the Second 

Palace period is far less and reveals a direct connection with the palaces.207  

Art representations allude to priests or some form of religious official in Minoan religion 

and it seems entirely plausible that priests may have administered the palatially-controlled 

sanctuaries, whereas before they were completely open. This is of course not to say that only 

elites had access to the sanctuaries, and votives of less expensive material continued to be 

dedicated at the peaks. At Jouktas arguments for mass produced votives have been made by 

Zeimbeki.208 If there was mass production of votives overseen by the palaces this would indicate 

another level of control over ritual practices. The co-opting of religious practices by a central 

seat of power is unsurprising, since a stricter control of the local ideology would help legitimize 

the rule of the palaces and control of information or concealment of knowledge. This is a 

common way to achieve or reinforce authority, as it creates uncertainty among those not allowed 

to participate, while also mystifying the action and place.   

Mycenaean Period Evidence  

A similar increase in areas’ restricted access can be seen in the Mycenaean period as the 

palatial centers accumulate power. Peribolos walls have been examined from the Mycenaean 

period, though Rolley has argued none have an indisputable religious character and cannot be 

used as sure evidence for divisions of sacred space.209 However many scholars disagree with 

Rolley and at least some general comments about organization and location of sacred areas in 

Mycenaean centers can in any case be discussed. The southwest complex of the Mycenaean 

                                                 
206 Peatfield 1990: 127. 
207 Gonies, Jouktas, Kophinas, Persophas, Traostalos, Vrysinas, Prinias, and Pyrgos reveal material from the 2nd 
Palace period.  
208 Zeimbeki 2000, 352-56. Zeimbeki has even argued for identifying two different workshops within the 
stratigraphy of Jouktas based on manipulations of the clay visible within the types.  
209 Rolley 1981 :109-114. 
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citadel has been identified as a Cult Center (fig. 9). The area was originally used as a burial site 

until the LH II.210 Several sacred buildings and stores of votives as well as altars are present in 

various areas.211 The Tsountas’ House Shrine in particular became a focus of cult during the LH 

IIIA period which gradually expanded during the first stage of LH IIIB to include the whole area 

of the Cult Center.212 During this time the center was outside the perimeter of the first 

fortification wall and had seemingly open access to the community. Once the fortification wall 

was expanded to the west it enclosed by Grave Circle A and the cult area. Activity still focused 

on the Tsountas’ House Shrine, but moved to outside the building, rather than inside it and its 

orientation became palatial rather than communal.213 In addition, once the center is within the 

walls there no longer appears to be regular deposition of offerings.214 The decrease in votive 

offerings seems to indicate access became controlled.  The cult center was then connected to the 

palace by a Processional Way and consisted of five main buildings.215 In addition, the cult area 

was closely associated with Grace Circle A with the expansion of the fortification wall in the LH 

IIIB period.216  

The Mycenaean concern for the dead is seen clearly in the rich nature of the grave goods, 

the intentional incorporation within city walls, and the visual prominence of the tombs, which 

could be seen upon approach, in the landscape (fig. 14).217 The close association of the complex 

in Mycenae with the Grave Circle is perhaps indicative of a concern for distinguishing a sacred 
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space from the rest of the citadel. Placing two such prominent areas together might likewise be 

an attempt to codify sacred space in general. Whittaker has argued that the increasing complexity 

of Helladic religion can be seen in the elaboration of early LH burial rituals as the rising 

“Mycenaean elite was starting to utilize ritual activity in order to reinforce its claims to socio-

political power.”218 In terms of access to the area, Gill has established there were three entrances: 

one from the west, one from the north, and one from the upper shrine.219 The multiple access 

points seem more likely to be an architecture element that was built when the Cult Center was 

outside the walls serving as a community site and then continued to be used once inside; instead 

of as an indication that the center had open access once inside palatial control. The space does 

show evidence of increased organization of sacred space, presumably due to the limited size, its 

location within the acropolis, and increased social stratification within the Mycenaean society. 

Only after the fortification wall is expanded to include the center do archaeological remains at 

the site suggest the palace controlled ritual activity within the area.   

Sacred spaces at Pylos have not been as definitively identified as the complex at 

Mycenae. Linear B tablet Tn 316 reveals the place name for a shrine of Poseidon and tablet An 

1281 mentions a “seat” of Potnia Hippeia but the locations of the shrines are as of yet unknown. 

Rooms 92 and 93 are thought to have cultic function in or near the Northeast Building and room 

93 in particular was identified as a shrine.220 Tablet An 1281 was found inside the building and 

outside room 93 a frescoed altar was identified but no definitive cultic objects were recovered or 

identified within the rooms.221 Nonetheless, some levels of accessibility can be determined from 

spatial configurations within in the palace especially in regards to ritual feasting. The appearance 
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of burnt animal bones, lists of supplies on Linear B tablets, storerooms of feasting equipment, 

and artistic representations well establish that ritual feasting took place at the palaces. 

Specialized items like the miniature kylikes further indicate ritualized aspects of the feasting. 

Stocker and Davis suggest the 22 miniature kylikes found at Pylos were for 22 feasters.222 

Palaima has identified in Linear B a list of 22 objects as well as 22 seats and 11 tables likewise 

suggests an intimate banqueting group of 22 people.223  

Alberti’s MA thesis takes into account space accommodations and calculates levels of 

accessibility to ritual feasting areas within Pylos and Mycenae. Alberti uses measurements of 

architectural features including entryways, hallways, and open spaces like the forecourt and 

megaron areas. She notes how many individuals the potential feasting spaces could 

accommodate and how the spaces narrow upon approaching the feasting space and thus 

restricting the number of people that could enter the space at a time.224 Alberti concludes that 

multiple events were able to happen simultaneously - one for larger community events and one 

for more select groups of individuals.225 The intentional use of architecture to restrict access is 

not directly tied to sacred areas in this case but rather to the aftermath of a sacred activity. In 

both cases the levels of access once again increase once a central power holds the authority to 

create the restrictions.    

The major fortified citadel site of Tiryns likewise has signs of cult activity. Room 117 

and Room 110 in the Lower Town of Tiryns contained a bench-altar, figurines, and to the North 

of the room an oval altar with ash and bones.226 The Mycenaen settlements of Midea, Asine, and 
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Methana, all held evidence of cult activity and are treated in discussed briefly by Lupack.227 Few 

Mycenaean cult places are known outside of major settlements. Amyklai, Aigina and Delphi are 

three sites located outside major settlements which have all provided examples of Mycenaean 

figurines associate with cult.228 The Late Bronze Age site at Kynortion Hill above Epidauros was 

one of the few mountaintop shrines known from the mainland during the Bronze Age and has 

been suggested to have operated as a peak sanctuary.229 This list of sites is not exhaustive but is 

representative of the known Mycenaean cult areas.   

Recent excavations at the sanctuary of Zeus on Mount Lykaion in Arkadia suggest that it 

was an important sanctuary sites in the Mycenaean period and one of the more peculiar sites in 

terms of sanctuary access. Excavation began at Mount Lykaion over 100 years ago under the 

Archaeological Society of Athens by K. Kontopoulos in 1897 and by K. Kouriouniotis in 

1902.230 On a peak high in the Arcadian mountains Kouriouniotis excavated a sanctuary 

containing an ash altar (asl 1380 m) at the summit, a temenos 25 m below and an athletic facility 

200m further down in a mountain meadow. In later periods the site became known for its athletic 

games and as a major cult center for the Acadian Federation.231 As mentioned in Chapter One, 

the sanctuary is one of both great antiquity and longevity. The altar had no architectural elements 

and could have originally been mistaken for a large mound of earth if not for obvious burnt bone 

remains visible on the surface.232  

To the east of the altar and c. 25 m below it, Kourouniotis found two column bases, 

which he identified as the columns with golden eagles described by Pausanias.233 Kourouniotis 
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identified the area and the bases as the mythic temenos and columns described in Pausanias (map 

2). He reports finding a wall around the area, however, current excavations have not revealed 

evidence for a wall and have found almost no material in the area.234 This location of the 

temenos is believed to be the one Pausanias referred to as it is near the altar but not in the way of 

the ascent from the lower sanctuary. Although the columns themselves appear to date to the 4th c 

BCE the trenches Kourouniotis dug near them reveals Archaic and Classics bronze statuettes and 

coins. The archaeological evidence and Hesiod’s account indicate the temenos area was in place 

as early as the 7th c BCE but does not contain evidence of Mycenaean activity.    

 In terms of Mycenaean activity at the site, investigation is still ongoing in a collaborative 

project through the ASCSA and includes by the University of Arizona under professors Romano 

and Voyatzis. One of the research questions the current team is attempting to answer is which 

communities maintained and visited the altar during the Bronze Age?235 Activity seems to have 

been limited to the peak where the animal bones were burnt and deposited. The site seems to 

reflect a local community cult that was maintained by the surrounding areas as a type of ethnos 

sanctuary. As is discussed more in the following chapter, the antiquity of the cult likely had an 

impact on some of the more peculiar mythological and ritual elements of the sanctuary.  

In contrast to the sanctuaries placed in or near the palatial centers, a shift in restrictions is 

not identifiable at Mt. Lykaion in the Bronze Age. This lack of restrictions may be because of 

Mt. Lykaion’s mountainous location as is discussed in the Fourth Chapter. Little is known about 

the Geometric-Archaic development of the Sanctuary as well. It is not until the 4th c BCE, when 

the polis of Megalopolis takes control of the sanctuary, that the site sees reorganization and 

indications of increased restrictions.     
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Besides the abaton mythology, the Sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Lykaion provides little 

indication of restrictions. Access seems to be completely open to the community with no 

architectural elements in the Upper Sanctuary to direct or limit movement within the site, there 

were however typographical elements that heavily would have affected movement. The altar 

faces a steep drop on the west side and must have been approached from the lower sanctuary in 

the east. Instead the evidence seems to suggest that the site and cult was maintained by numerous 

surrounding communities.  

Iron Age and Archaic Sanctuaries  

 Following the destruction of the palaces in the Late Bronze Age and into the early Iron 

Age sacred spaces become difficult to recognize. Mazarakis-Ainian has postulated that rulers’ 

dwellings acted as new centers for community ritual activity and religious observations.236 No 

sites he identifies from the early Iron Age contain sure markers associated with later archaic 

sanctuaries such as peribolos walls or altars. The site of Lefkandi does not have overt religious 

indications, however, the hekatompedon building that was carefully converted into a tumulus 

containing the burial of a man and woman with rich grave goods seems to suggest local 

communities may have still had prominent members within their social hierarchy.237 Certain 

sites, such as the Sanctuary of Hera on Samos have evidence for an altar as early as the 10th c 

BCE but little other indicators of what ritual activity was taking place. It seems most likely that 

after the central systems of control collapsed, the restrictions placed on sacred spaces were for 

the most part no longer observed.  

The continuation of the word temenos from Linear B tablets suggests divisions of sacred 

and profane space likely continued and restrictions based solely on the likely existence of these 
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divisions must have existed in some form. Ethnos sanctuary sites such as Thermon (11th c BCE) 

and Tegea (10th c BCE), also seem to begin to develop during Iron Age. The sites acted as sacred 

spaces for a number of local communities that had no strong political organization or ties. The 

area could come together during times of turmoil and worshipped at a share cult site but 

otherwise did not form a homogeneous polity.238 This slackened centralized control resulted in 

more open air shrines and sanctuary sites that developed with less restrictions and organization.     

The rise of the polis in the 8th c BCE leads to a tightening of control on sanctuary sites. 

Like in the Bronze Age this leads to an increase in architecture and spatial organization. The 

communal effort and resources of a polis allowed for sites to grow in size and wealth. This 

growth inevitably led to increased architectural features that can be positively identified with 

literary records of temene and abata or adyta as well as other features that can be examined for 

evidence of accessibility. A quick look at a few of these sites is offered below with a focus on 

architectural elements associated with the rise of monumental architecture that could affect 

access to sanctuaries, and how their development coincided with the historical contexts of their 

patron poleis.  

Samos 

The Samian Heraion is one of the oldest sanctuary sites dedicated to the goddess Hera 

(fig.15). The site is located on marshy ground at the mouth of the river Imbrasos around 6 km 

west of the ancient capital city of Samos. Evidence of activity at the site dates to the Early 

Bronze Age but the first sure signs of religious character appear in the Dark Ages with a 10th c 

BCE altar.239 In the 8th c BCE a hekatompedon structure appears and further sets the site apart 

from its surrounding area. The exact date for the building of peripteral colonnade around the 
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temple is debated,240 but this date is not necessary for general observations on how the site 

changed with new architectural additions.  

The introduction of a colonnade to the temple of Hera caused changes to the liminal 

space of the site. While columns are not a wall and do not block access they do obscure or blur 

the liminal space by creating a transitional area between the profane and the sacred. Columns 

affect the lighting and air movement as well as shifting the sight line. The columns were placed 

around the temple. The sacrifice at the altar remained open-air and open access while the temple 

represented more of a liminal space in terms of access. What exactly the distinction may have 

been in the minds of the worshippers cannot be determined, but the new additions of architecture 

undoubtedly altered how one might have approached and interacted with the sacred site.  

The site reached its peak level of activity in the Archaic period, specifically the 7th and 6th 

c BCE.241 The sanctuary was connected to the ancient city by a “Sacred Way” that must have 

been a predominant feature in the relatively flat landscape. The majority of votive statues from 

the site, especially the largest ones, were set up along the Sacred Way.242 Stratigraphy of the area 

of the road indicates it was not always part of the sanctuary but seemed to be built as part of a 

building program in the sanctuary, during the late 7th c BCE, in which several other buildings 

were erected including a 60m-long stoa, the first monumental building of the altar of Hera, and 

tin which the hekatompedon was rebuilt.243 The sanctuary was approached from the east along 

the Sacred Way and movement was directed through the sanctuary towards first the altar then the 

temple. In the mid 6th c BCE the first monumental temple of Hera was built but soon collapsed 
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due to the weight and unstable ground.244 As more buildings were erected in the sanctuary they 

were often either oriented towards the sacred way, or in relation to the temple. The orientation of 

the architecture acted to direct the visitor through the site and into the sacred space of the altar 

and temple. 

Athenian Acropolis 

 The Athenian Acropolis has a long history of occupation and cult activity. In the 

Mycenaean period (LH IIIB, c. 13th c. BCE) a Cyclopean fortification wall was constructed on 

the Acropolis. A Mycenaean palace is speculated to have been built on the northern side of the 

Acropolis, but later constructions have obscured the remains. Nor have any Geometric 

architectural remains have been identified, but scholars such as Dinsmoor have conjectured that 

if there were a temple on the Acropolis in the Geometric period it would likely have also been on 

the northern side.245 Literary sources offer a few vague statements that could be interpreted as 

architecture on the Athenian Acropolis. The Catalogue of Ships in the Iliad mentions a shrine of 

Athena that could potentially be on the Acropolis.  

Οἳ δ᾿ ἄρ᾿ Ἀθήνας εἶχον, ἐυκτίμενον πτολίεθρον, 
δῆμον Ἐρεχθῆος μεγαλήτορος, ὅν ποτ᾿ Ἀθήνη 
θρέψε Διὸς θυγάτηρ, τέκε δὲ ζείδωρος ἄρουρα· 
κὰδ δ᾿ ἐν Ἀθήνῃς εἷσεν, ἑῷ ἐν πίονι νηῷ· 
ἔνθα δέ μιν ταύροισι καὶ ἀρνειοῖς ἱλάονται 
κοῦροι Ἀθηναίων περιτελλομένων ἐνιαυτῶν· (Hom. Il. 2.564-51) 

 
The men who hold Athens, the well-built citadel, the land of great-
hearted Erechtheus, whom once Athena, daughter of Zeus, reared 
when once the fruitful Earth bore him. She kept him in Athens 
within her own rich temple and in that place as the years pass, the 
youths of Athens propitiate her with bulls and rams.  
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A passage in the Odyssey similarly mentions: δῦνε δ᾽ Ἐρεχθῆος πυκινὸν δόμον (She [Athena] 

went to the strong house of Erechtheus).246 These passages, like all Homeric passages, are 

problematic in the sense that we cannot know whether Homer is invoking a Mycenaean 

Acropolis as a relic of the heroic past or the state of things in the 8th c BCE (or even later 

additions). Thucydides and Herodotus do not provide much more evidence than Homer. 

Thucydides recounting of Kylon seeking asylum on the Acropolis was mentioned in Chapter 

One.247 The event clearly indicates the Acropolis had a religious function in 632 BCE. 

Thucydides does mention an altar: καθίζουσιν ἐπὶ τὸν βωμὸν ἱκέται τὸν ἐν τῇ ἀκροπόλει (they 

sat as suppliants before the altar that is in the acropolis) and a ἱερόν. Although ἱερόν often means 

a temple it can also be used to refer to a sanctuary in general. In this case it is difficult to 

determine how Thucydides is employing the term without further context.  

  Early Geometric pottery has been recovered from the site but it is difficult to draw 

conclusions about their function or context.248 Coldstream notes it is in the EG I- LG IIb that 

votive dedication can be more confidently seen.249 Touloupa dates the bronze tripods from the 

Acropolis to ca 750 BCE or possibly shortly before.250  The bronzes and pottery along with the 

literary sources indicate a definite religious function of the Acropolis. Two poros limstone 

column bases have been interpreted as remains of a temple built between 700-650 BCE on the 

probable spot of the Mycenaean palace.251 Wycherley has suggested the temple sat on level 

ground in a space likely still defined by Mycenaean terrace walls.252 While information about 

these earlier temples is unknown, it is generally agreed that the temples were placed in the 
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northeast corner of the Acropolis. This location allows for some general comments on approach 

and interaction with the other areas of the Acropolis.  

During the 7th c. BCE the Acropolis still maintained two ways of approach: one in the 

west, where the Classical propylaea would be built, and one in the northeast. The northeast 

entrance was an old Mycenaean ascent that led up from Athens’ original civic center, the Archaic 

Agora.253 Travlos suggests the Mycenaean entrance received a postern gate at the end of the 13th 

c BCE but remained accessible.254  The two access ways are interesting for several reasons. Two 

access ways instead of one alters the flow of the sanctuary space and allows for more open 

access than one entry (and thus one exit). Additionally, the second point of access placed so 

close to the early religious focus of the Acropolis is interesting when considering that the 

Acropolis was not always primarily religious in function and in earlier periods was likely an 

administrative or habitat site. It must have been a conscious choice to place the early temples in 

the area of suspected Mycenaean activity and near the second entry.   

 In the late 6th and early 5th c BCE several changes are made to how the Acropolis was 

accessed. Entrance to the site increasingly became monumentally focused through the west. A 

monumental stone ramp built in polygonal masonry ca 570-560 BCE was created to connect the 

Panathenaic Way to the Acropolis, and then ca 500-490 BCE the old propylaea was begun.255 

The exact details of the ramp are unknown, including whether it was paved or stepped, but 

Hollinshead notes the ramp’s “exceptional breadth” must certainly connect it with the 

Panathenaic way.256 Once this ramp was in place, but before the Old Propylon was begun, a 

forecourt was created in front of the Mycenaean gate at the western entrance. The forecourt 
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consisted partially of the Mycenaean Cyclopean wall with the addition of a marble lining of 

reused metopes from elsewhere on the Acropolis. Evidence of a perirrhanterion has also been 

recovered from the Old Propylon forecourt.257 The location of the perirrhanterion implies purity 

restrictions were in place from the propylaea inward.  For an area so topographically 

unapproachable, the amount of space provided at the entrance of the Acropolis seems significant 

and possibly relates to the size of the crowds that gathered on festival days. At the very least, it 

created a definitive liminal zone that the visitor of the site had to pass through before entering the 

sanctuary proper.  

 Little remains of the Old Propylon, for construction was halted due to the Persian Wars 

around 490 BCE.258 The two phases of construction, however, allude to the fact that entrance to 

the Acropolis was more focused through the west using monumental architecture and would 

have been a transitional space for the visitor. 

  The Propylaea as it can be seen and reconstructed today is from the Classical period. The 

Classical Acropolis uses columns in a similar way to help transition the worshipper from the 

sacred to the profane world. Upon ascending through the Doric and Ionic colonnade of the 

Classical Propylaea, the visitor has entered a zone of transition in which they are not yet a part of 

the sacred temple precinct, but they have been removed from the profane world (fig. 16). The 

transitional space also likely acted to remind the visitors of the sacred space they were about to 

enter and the behavioral expectations associated with sacred spaces. Right before entering the 
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Propylaea building the visitor passes, above and on the right, the Temple of Athena Nike with a 

marble balustrade with relief images of Nike, including one depicting Nike removing or 

adjusting her sandal (fig. 17). This relief has been interpreted by some as a reminder to visitors 

that they are about to enter a sacred space in which it is customary to be barefoot.259  In the wing 

to the left (north) as visitors enter the building is the Pinakotheke, an art gallery with panel 

paintings that we presume visitors were permitted to view. Once the visitor moves through the 

blurred zone of the Propylaea they have fully entered the sanctuary and are thus in a sacred space 

separated from the profane. The elevation of the acropolis and the architectural steps placed at 

each shift further emphasize the transition from sacred to profane.  

Conclusions 

 Parallel patterns of development in terms of access and restrictions may be observed 

during both the Bronze Age and the Archaic. The Minoan peak sanctuaries clearly indicate a 

shift in ritual practice during the Second Palace period. The increase in architectural elements, 

institutionalized cult symbols, and introduction of new ritual practices suggests multiple new 

restrictions were placed on the sanctuaries once political control increased within the society. 

Similarly in the Mycenaean period, a pattern of increased restrictions and limited accessibility 

can be seen once political centers like Mycenae increase in power and exert more political 

control. After the societal collapse at the end of the 13th c BCE cult activity shifts. Iron Age 

sanctuary sites reflect the loss of political control and often focus on open air shrines or sites that 

develop organically without indications of a central authority. The Mycenaean ash altar on Mt. 

Lykaion seems to be an outlier to this development model. The site does not suggest any increase 

in control during its use in the Late Bronze Age and shows strong evidence of continuity of cult 
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surviving the Bronze Age collapse. The peculiarities of Mt. Lykaion may be because of its nature 

as a mountaintop shrine.  

 The Samian Heraion and the Athenian Acropolis are different in terms of region, 

topography, deity worshipped, mythology, and numerous other aspects. One major aspect both 

sites have in common is that the administration of their sanctuaries and cults and the financing 

were carried out exclusively on a local level. The growth of each sanctuary coincides with the 

historical development of each polis.  Despite this, their spatial development in terms of 

liminality and access have similar evolutions and indicate some overarching similarities of how 

Greek communities situated their sanctuaries and built sacred architecture within the landscape 

even across time periods and sanctuary types. The exception to this developmental pattern seems 

to be mountaintop and rural sanctuaries. These sanctuaries for the most part receive few 

architectural elements and lack the stricter control that sanctuaries more closely associated with 

urban centers exhibit; instead rural sanctuaries’ access is determined more by their landscape and 

often removed nature from urban centers. In place of the politically imposed restrictions, rural 

sanctuaries seem to be more closely governed by their mythologies and superstitions.  
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Chapter 4: Mountains and Groves 

An important aspect of landscape and how we study it is the distinction between 

observing and inhabiting a space. It somewhat boils down to the question “Are we looking at a 

landscape, or are we living in it?”260 The answer is both, but the distinction is necessary to 

acknowledge especially when discussing cultures from antiquity when it can be all too easy to 

reduce landscapes to clearly defined structural/topographic components.261 Along the same lines 

is the idea that landscapes not only exist as physical entities of stone, soil, water, vegetation, and 

material culture, but also as a creation in the mind.262 Landscapes are defined by our conceptions 

of them. “The more familiar we are with a certain landscape, the more meaningful that landscape 

will be to us.”263 Wylie defines the duality of actual and perceived landscape as a “tension 

between eye and land.”264 These landscapes are particularly prominent in Greece. It would not be 

too extreme a statement to say that mountains are Greece’s most predominant topographic 

feature. Mountain ridges and peaks are visible from virtually every region of Greece and have 

acted as sources of raw material, refuge, pasture, and travel from ancient to modern times.  

Literary accounts from antiquity reveal a fascination with the landscape while 

archaeological remains reveal a long history of resource exploitation and interaction. The 

location of mountaintop sanctuaries in the landscape was an integral part of their function and 

meaning. The mountaintop setting itself acted as a cult feature. It affected the layout of a 

sanctuary, how it was accessed by visitors, and what was visible within its viewshed. Sanctuaries 

placed on mountains add additional levels or types of accessibility. Mountains are overtly 
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separate from their surroundings, and, moreover, mountaintop sanctuaries are overwhelmingly 

rural sanctuaries. Sanctuaries in a rural location are defined as self-contained religious sites in 

the countryside, i.e., not part of a larger secular settlement.  

The accessibility at these rural sanctuaries was determined by different factors from those 

discussed in Chapter Three. Some of these factors include: the amount of energy it took to 

ascend the mountain. These sites required some form of pilgrimage even if only on a local level. 

Pilgrimage specifically associated with ascending a mountain is often referred to as ορειβασία 

literally “mountain treading.” This form of pilgrimage is most often associated with Zeus, though 

can be associated with other deities such as Dionysos.265 The topography of the mountain as well 

could restrict which paths could be taken. The remoteness of these sanctuaries often placed them 

further outside of polis authority, as more resources would have been required to more strictly 

control the isolated areas. Last, but not least, the phenomenological effects of mountain and rural 

sanctuary environments would have affected the behavior of visitors and the mythology that 

developed in the context of those marginal regions. It was more through these factors that rural 

sanctuaries saw restrictions than through direct political control.  

Literature on Mountains  

 Many cultures have within their religious systems a special reverence for sacred 

mountains. Some like the Taranaki people in New Zealand anthropomorphize their mountain and 

believe it to be a living organism capable of emotion,266  while for others, like the Finno-Ugric 

people, the Saami in Lapland, the sacred mountains were the home of the gods, were never 

                                                 
265 Eur. Bac 191-5. 
266 Smith, Ailsa. 2001: 57, as of 2017 the mountain was granted the legal rights of a person. 
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climbed, and their inhabitants should not be disturbed so one should talk quietly when close to 

them.267  

Numerous religions have various iterations of cosmic mountains. These peaks are 

considered central seats of divine regulation and are often associated with creation myths, such 

as Mount Meru is for Hindu, Jain, and Buddhist cosmology.268 The cosmic mountains can be 

represented by actual peaks, as is the case with Mt. Olympus in Greek mythology.269 More 

commonly, however, the Greeks worshipped on mountains, not the mountains themselves.270 

Mountaintop sanctuaries on mainland Greece are distinct from Minoan peak sanctuaries 

in several ways.  While the Minoan sanctuaries are characterized by a typical assemblage of 

finds and a clear relationship with a specific settlement or settlements, mainland Greek 

sanctuaries show significant variability in the character of the material remains and the context in 

which they are found. The sites do not show a cohesion as on Crete, but instead need to be taken 

regionally and interpreted based on their individual contexts within the landscape. We do not 

have literary evidence from the Middle/Late Minoan period to help explain how the people 

viewed and interacted with their mountains, and their identification was solely based on physical 

evidence. We have abundant literary evidence, on the other hand, for mountaintop sanctuaries 

from the Archaic period onwards. Overall, the literature suggests the Greeks thought of a 

separation between areas of human habitation and mountains as the realm of the gods and the 

location of divine events. The mountaintop sanctuaries on the mainland are not as tightly 

controlled and influenced as the Minoan Peak Sanctuaries but instead more often seem to operate 

                                                 
267 Bäckman, 1975; Virdi-Kroik, 2007. 
268 Gopal, Madan 1990 p. 78. 
269 Although Mt Olympus is not considered to be the center of the Greek universe (that is Delphi) it is considered to 
be a mythic home of the gods and where godly administrative decisions take place. 
270 Langdon 2000. 
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as rural sanctuaries. The written sources can be used not only to help establish how the Greeks 

viewed their mountains but where to even begin to look for sites. 

Landscapes in Greek literature were usually not the focus of literary work. They were 

instead constantly treated as the "background of human life-the scenery to the play.”271 Ὄρος 

and λόφος are the two most common terms associated with mountains. Both can be used 

interchangeably for hill or mountain and the ancient Greeks seemed to have no elevational 

determinant that caused one mound to be called λόφος and another ὄρος.272 Prominence from its 

surrounding landscape may have been a variable considered when choosing a term, but it is 

difficult to say definitively without comparing every use of the word. In poetry ἱερόν or ζάθεον 

are commonly used in characterizing high places as sacred.273 Homer includes several similes 

that revolve around mountains. They could have positive associations and be described as lofty, 

peaceful, or bright while at other times were harsher environments described as shadowy, tree 

barren, or snowcapped (σκιόεις, ἄκαρπος, νιφόεις). The Homeric Hymn to Pan provides a wealth 

of landscape description in the context of Pan’s movement through his domain. ὃς πάντα λόφον 

νιφόεντα λέλογχε / καὶ κορυφὰς ὀρέων καὶ πετρήεντα κέλευθα. (“Who was allotted every snowy 

crest and the peaks of mountains and the rocky paths”). 274 The god races around meadows and 

forests with nymphs but then can suddenly appear on the highest snowcapped peaks, some even 

described as αἰγίλιψ (“destitute even of goats”).275   

                                                 
271 Palgrave, 1897.  
272 Even today there is no set elevation that determines a mountain from a hill. The British Ordnance Survey once 
defined a mountain as having 1,000 (300m) feet of elevation, anything less was a hill, but the distinction was 
abandoned sometime in the 1920's. There was even a movie with this as its theme in the late 1990's - The 
Englishman That Went Up a Hill and Down a Mountain. The U.S. Board on Geographic Names once stated that the 
difference between a hill and a mountain in the U.S. was 1,000 feet of local relief, but even this was abandoned in 
the early 1970's. 
273  Hes. Theog. 1-9: Mt. Helikon is an ὄρος µέγα τε ζάθεόν (great and sacred). 
274 h.Hom.19.6-7. 
275 Implying sheer or steep. 
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Mountains are a landscape that are subject to extreme weather conditions, their 

topography makes them naturally isolating, and changes in elevation can quickly create entirely 

new environments on different zones of the mountain. For example, the peak of Mt. Lykaion 

where an ash altar to Zeus was located, could at one moment be submersed in clouds and strong 

winds that required the excavation team to wear windbreakers or fleece while below in the 

Lower Sanctuary, only a 200 m. difference of elevation, teams were experiencing sunny and 

warm weather. The effect can be eerie and the dramatic shift in weather can act as a liminal 

transitional zone the same was architecture could.  As one enters a mountain he or she is exposed 

to entirely new sounds, animals, vegetation, even the light and air quality can change. These 

landscapes provide certain dangers and risks to people who choose to exploit them, but they also 

provide certain benefits necessary for local communities to grow. Many mountains in the 

Mediterranean are conducive to pastoralism and numerous examples of terracing for land 

cultivation have been found.   

Views  

The Greeks were clearly aware of the possible sight relationships between mountains. 

Aeschylus mentions a fire beacon system from Mt. Ida, overlooking Troy, to the Argive 

Acropolis, which was used to relay the message that Troy had fallen to the Greeks.276 Pausanias 

often comments on what is visible from certain mountain peaks.277 Philostratus in his Life of 

Apollonius in the 3rd c CE acknowledges the beauty of mountains and their appeal to those 

looking for a place to be visited by the divine: “Such lookouts show you a bluer sky and bigger 

stars and the sun rising out of the night but all these phenomena were manifest long ago to 

                                                 
276 Aesch. Ag. 281-316 The route of the fire signal is traced by Calder 1922, Quincey 1963 and Tracy 2009 On 
methods and uses of fire-signals see Polyb. 10.43-47. 
277 Paus. 8.38. 
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shepherds and goatherds.”278 The placement of sanctuaries on the high peaks of Greece, while 

providing extensive visual connectivity, at the same time emphasized elements of isolation, 

remoteness, and inaccessibility, particularly when viewed from the realm of men down below. 

As a result of the extent of the area from which the summit was visible, the visual impression of 

these sanctuaries from other sites was often one of considerable distance and separation. This 

separation likely added significantly to viewing mountaintop sanctuaries as places for 

encountering the divine. 

The Mountainous Region of Arkadia 

    The region of Arkadia is one of Greece’s most mountainous regions and receives some 

of Pausanias’ longest descriptions in his tour of Greece.279 The region provides a different model 

for development than those mentioned in Chapter Three and provides a wealth of examples of 

rural and mountaintop sanctuary sites. Pausanias claims the region is one of the oldest in Greece; 

a claim supported by the existence in antiquity of the Cypro-Arkadian dialect, one of the dialects 

that has maintained linguistic elements and aspects most similar to Mycenaean Linear B;  it was 

considered to be one of the oldest dialects used in Homer.280 The close ties with Linear B and the 

use of the dialect in Homer alongside numerous new dialects seems to indicate that the language 

in Arkadia developed from the Mycenaean period without much external influence. The 

sanctuary on Mt Lykaion, a premier Late Bronze Age sanctuary with strong evidence for 

continuity of cult from the Bronze Age through to the Hellenistic period, furthers the case for 

Arkadia’s antiquity.281 

                                                 
278 Philostr. VA.2.5. 
279 His section dealing with Arkadia includes 54 chapters and is the longest of all regional sections within his work 
Pikoulas 2007 224. 
280 Colvin 2010 especially 207-09. 
281 Romano and Voyatzis 2014:569, 614, 629.  
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Topographically, the central Peloponnese, in which southwestern Arkadia is located, is 

characterized by a marginal and rugged landscape.282 Mountains are the region’s most 

conspicuous natural feature and give way to numerous valleys and basins. Overall the region has 

a widespread system of drainage from mountain snowmelt and natural springs.283 The 

topography of the region can make travel difficult and adds to the remoteness of the region. Due 

to this remoteness, Arkadia is often described as a ‘simple’ and ‘rustic’ region in ancient 

literature. Homer, Pindar and Theokritos all describe Arkadia as πολύμηλος (rich in flocks)284 

Polybius a Hellenistic native of Megalopolis, details the simplicity of the Arkadians;285 Virgil in 

the 1st c.BCE Eclogues describes Arkadia in terms of its shepherds, country music and 

lifestyle286 and early modern poets such as Sannazaro (1458 – 1530) and Sir Philip Sydney (1554 

-1586) in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries provide idyllic images of the Arkadian 

landscape.287 The pastoral nature of the landscape is the subject of numerous paintings such as 

Eakins’ Arcadia (ca. 1883). These works have led to (or responded to) the development of a 

somewhat mythicized version of Arkadia. It is important to keep in mind that while some aspects 

of the idealized and ‘real’ Arkadia overlap there is not a one to one comparison. Arkadia became 

synonymous with a generic idyllic landscape, harkening back to a simpler time and place.   

Some aspects of the region present both in the idealized Arkadia and the physical one 

include a rich history of pastoralism. As mentioned above, Arkadia is referred to as πολύμηλος 

                                                 
282 Marginal in the sense of topography and travel not in the sense of resources. 
283 Roy 1999 320. 
284 Hom. Il.2.605; Hymn,Hom.4.2, 18.2, 19.30; Pindar Ol.6.169; Theokritos 22.157. 
285 Poly. 4.21.1. 
286 Vir. Ecl. 4.58f, 7.43, 7.25-7, 8.22-4, 10.32. The appeal of Greece to Roman poets and authors is discussed by 
Alcock 1993 p 226. She describes the ‘otherness’ of Greece as a canvas on which Roman authors could project their 
own ideals.  
287 Much of later European authors’ interest in and representation of Arcadia has been attributed to Virgil’s model.  1 
B. Snell, The Discovery of the Mind, tr. T. G. Rosenmeyer (1953), ch. 13;  F. Klingner, Virgil (I967), I4; T. G. 
Rosenmeyer, The Green Cabinet: Theocritus and the European Pastoral Lyric (I969), 232. Jenkyns provides a 
counter argument to the significant placed on how Virgil viewed the Arcadian landscape pp 26-39.   
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as early as Homer, and faunal remains from sites like Lousoi (in northern Arcadia) indicates that 

sheep, goats, cattle, pigs were raised.288 Epigraphical and faunal evidence indicated these were 

the most common animals dedicated for sacrifice at sanctuary sites as well,289 not only in 

Arkadia, as evident from Mt. Lykaion, but in other regions of Greece, such as Attica, as well as 

in other time periods as seen in the Linear B tablets.290    

Arkadia’s remote landscape and reputation as simple and even backward has biased 

studies of the area. Its numerous rural shrines have been somewhat overlooked or devalued as 

places that would not draw large crowds or much cult activity. However, several survey and 

excavation projects including the Pheneos and Lousoi Survey and the Asea Valley survey as well 

as extensive excavations carried out at sacred sites like Tegea have helped to highlight the 

importance of the region.291  In terms of pilgrimage to the region the sanctuary on Mt. Lykaion 

along with the large urban center of Megalopolis characterized the southwest region of 

Arkadia.292 The two sites acted as focal points for Pausanias as he toured the region in the 2nd c 

CE.. The area was home to numerous ancient cities and sanctuaries many of which had both 

local and extra-regional significance. The sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Lykaion must have been an 

attractive destination for pilgrimage not only in Pausanias’ time but as early as the Late Helladic 

period if not earlier.293  

  

                                                 
288 Roy 1999 p. 371. 
289 Epigraphical evidence see Seg 21.541, Seg 50.168, Lupu NGSL I, RO37 Osteological evidence from sanctuary 
sites reveals rarely below 90% of bones were from cows, sheep, goats, and pigs.  On occasions non domestic 
animals could be sacrificed see G. Ekroth Meat in ancient Greece: sacrificial, sacred or secular? 
290 Image chart  
291 Other Arkadian focused works have been produced by scholars such as Jost 1994, Morgan 1993, Nielsen 1999, 
2002. Odegard 2005, Pikoulas 1999, and Voyatzis 1990. 
292 Pihokker 2013: 41. 
293 Romano and Voyatzis 2010a: 10. 
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The development of Arkadia is not considered to follow the model of polis development 

seen in other regions like Attica.294 Several of its regions are called ethne or developed ethne. As 

mentioned earlier ethne were groups of settlements linked by cultural and religious similarities 

but no strong political cohesion. These communities seem to rely more on ideological or 

mythological restrictions to govern their rural sanctuaries as opposed to architecture or other 

restrictions imposed by a central governing body.  

Mythology of Arkadia  

The mythologies associated with mountaintop and rural sanctuaries often seem to feature 

stranger or more supernatural elements than myths associated with urban regions. Autochthony 

features as a recurring theme within Arkadian mythology. Pausanias claims the land was first 

called Pelasgos after the first king of the region and then later renamed Arkadia after Arkas the 

son of Callisto.295 Pelasgos is referred to as autochthonic and also as proselenaios (people before 

the moon). The descendants of Pelasgos, Lykaon and Arkas are then credited with events such as 

founding the first city and introducing agriculture. It is tempting to see the myths as evidence in 

favor of the claims of the historians, Herodotus and Thucydides, that the Arkadians may have 

avoided the turmoil of the LBA collapse.296 Unfortunately, the existence of autochthonic myths 

is not indicative of actual antiquity. Athens and the Megarid both include autochthony in their 

founding sagas as ways to legitimize their claims to the land during a period of competition 

between the regions.297 In the same way the Arkadian claims to autochthony and connections 

with Pelasgos arise in the 6th c BCE and become more politically charged in the 4th c BCE when 

                                                 
294 Voyatzis 1990: 141. 
295 Paus.8.1.2-8.2.1. 
296 Herodotus 2.171.3 and 8.73.1 they [the Arkadians] were not driven from their homes by the invaders, Thucydides 
1.3 there were frequent changes of population in most of the Peloponnese except Arkadia.  
297 Pfister 1907: 18; Figuera 1985: 263. 
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Arkadia experienced external pressures.298 However, each separate piece of evidence (the 

mythology, historic accounts, survival of the Cypro-Arkadian dialect, and continuity of cult at 

Mt. Lykaion) woven together like a cable strengthens the claim that Arkadia remained somewhat 

undisturbed through the Bronze Age collapse. This could be in part due to the region’s 

topography allowing it to be more remote or easily defendable. Migration into mountainous areas 

during times of turmoil can be seen numerous places in Greece, including on Crete after the 

palatial collapse where sanctuary cities like Karphi are established in the 11th c BCE. The 

Nemea valley from prehistoric to modern times has seen similar shifts in settlement patterns 

during tumultuous times.299 However there must have still been some contact with other regions 

during or shortly after this time as Arcadia lacks local metal sources and must have traded with 

outside sources.300  

Demakopoulou’s and Crouwel’s work at Palaiokastro (in northwest Arkadia) has 

furthered this view that Arkadia not only managed to endure the destruction that occurred at 

numerous other sites in the LH III B period, but that the area experience relative prosperity.301 

The cemetery was founded in LH II A and pottery and grave goods indicate it went out of use in 

LH III C Middle or Late.302 The majority of the pottery dated to LH III C causing 

Demakopoulou and Crouwel to conclude that must have been an important period in the site’s 

history.303 The character of the pottery and goods include “warrior” burials equipped with 

swords and spears buried in multi-burial tombs is typical for the Mycenaean period. However, 

many of the goods seems to reflect various regional traits. The finds link Paliokastro with 

                                                 
298 Morgan 1999 p. 425 and Scott 2004: 14. 
299 Nemea Valley archaeological project Wright et al. 639-642. 
300 Several sanctuary sites have evidence of metal craft production such as Tegea Voyatzis, 1990 as well as Samos, 
Delphi, and Kalapodi Morgan 1993:18.   
301 Demakopoulou and Crouwel 1999: 282 and n. 51. 
302 Ibid. 281. 
303 Ibid. 
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Achaea, Elis, and a cemetery at Perati in eastern Attica.304 Palaiokastro’s links with other 

locations in the Peloponnese and its level of activity in LH III C has led Demakopoulou and 

Crouwel to argue the site may have been a refugee-site, where people effected by the disasters 

that struck mainland Greece may have gathered.305 

Although Pausanias credits Pelasgos as the first Arkadian, later Arkadian sources (while 

still acknowledging Pelasgos) tend to refer more readily to Lykaon and Arkas, who are more 

likely to be Arkadian in origin because of their linguistic links with place names. These are also 

the mythic names associated with the myths regarding the cult of Zeus Lykaios on Mt. 

Lykaion.306 Pelasgos instead seems to be a name mythically tied with the first settlement of 

people in Greece.307 Certain accounts refer to the Pelasgians as a non-Hellenic race that inhabited 

Greece before the Greeks themselves.308 Numerous places including Athens, Argos, and 

Thessaly use the name Pelasgos or a similar derivative as their founder. The etymology of the 

word is unclear not only to modern philologists309 but to ancient writers as well. In the Iliad the 

Pelasgians are mentioned as Trojan allies in the Catalogue of Trojans310 but in the Odyssey the 

Pelasgians are mentioned as belonging to one of the cities of Crete.311  The word and the people 

seem to become a stock name to refer to the extreme antiquity of a place.  

                                                 
304 Demakopoulou and Crouwel 1999: 282. 
305 Demakopoulou and Crouwel 1999: 283 see also Desborough 1964 (n. 5), 92; Simpson and Dickinson 1979: n. 7, 
75, and 381. 
306 The oldest source on Lykaion, Hesiod, mentions Lykaon and Arkas but not Pelasgos. Paus.8.1.2ff mentions 
Pelasgos more than any other source connected with Lykaion. Plato, Minos, 315c, Republic, 565d and Plin.Nat.7.57 
both emphasize Lycaon and Arkas.  
307 Bilabel 1933: 161, Osborne 1996: 283, Forsdyke 2012: 126. The etymology of the word is unclear. It may derive 
from πέλαγος (the sea) or  
308 Hdt. 1.56–58, Hdt. 8.44.2, Sourvinou-Inwood 2003 and Thomas 2000. 
309 Sakellariou offers fifteen different etymologies proposed by scholars within the past two centuries. Sakellariou 
1977: 101–104 
310 Hom.Il.2.840–3. 
311 Hom.Ody, 19.175-77. 
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In Arkadia particularly, Pan seems to hold power he does not in other regions. Pausanias 

reports that the Arkadians considered Pan θεῶν δὲ ὁμοίως τοῖς δυνατωτάτοις (“equally with the 

most powerful of the gods”).312 In addition, Pan is often associated with strange noontime 

occurrences.313 It is during this time that Pan was thought to shut himself off from the world in 

order to rest.314 Disruption of this rest was believed to lead to Pan’s revenge in the form of 

havoc. Accordingly, any activities closely associated with Pan were to be stopped for this 

duration. Even in parts of modern Greece, a half man-half goat creature called Στριγγλος is said 

to reside in rural parts of the landscape and is associated with noon assaults. This prohibition on 

midday activity meant sleep was a popular alternative event and led many godly epiphanies to 

take place while mortals slept during this period. Other mythic traditions in Arkadia included the 

tradition in which Poseidon raped or mated with Demeter and produced the first horses as well as 

an Arkadian goddess.315 The deity is referred to only as “δέσποινα” by Pausanias, who claims he 

is ἔδεισα (afraid) to write down.316 Numerous other examples of myths and strange occurrences 

from Arkadia and other rural areas suggest that these mountainous and rural environments 

affected the mythologies created in them and the isolated and at times frightening or different 

experiences that occurred on mountains was reflected in the local mythologies.     

Examples of mountaintop sanctuaries  

Bassai  

                                                 
312 Paus. 8.37.11. 
313 P. Borgeaud 
Recherches sur le dieu Pan (1979) 123 = The Cult of Pan in Ancient Greece 1988: 111 
314 This was also true of the nymphs and holds true in Modern Greek traditions in which the neraides are associated 
with deviance from expected behavior and are said to roam at times when other in the village are sleeping i.e., at 
night or midday. Larson, 2001: 88 
315 Paus. 8.37.9 
316 Ibid. 
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Located on the slopes of Mt. Kotilion in southwest Arkadia, the sanctuary of Apollo 

Epikourios at Bassai has received much attention for its Classical temple to Apollo (fig.18). 

Pausanias’ description of the site317 inspired the site’s earliest excavator, Kourouniotis, in 1902, 

and numerous subsequent scholars who explored the site, including Yalouris, the first researcher 

to identify the site’s Archaic foundations.318  Bassai contains several architectural elements that 

are different from a ‘standard’ Greek sanctuary site. The temple is oriented North-South instead 

of the typical east-west; a side door is built into the west wall of the temple’s cella; and no 

obvious altar existed on the site. The orientation is of less concern to this paper. However, the 

lack of an altar is surprising and must be addressed in terms of spatial definition.  

During his excavations, Kourouniotis found evidence of burning in the northwest corner 

of the Classical temple. Kourouniotis further noted that most of the pottery and metal objects that 

were uncovered in his excavations came from this northern part of the Classical temple in black 

earth.319 In addition, Yalouris notes a concentration of votives, especially miniature armor, in the 

northern area.320 Elizabeth Keyser, in a 2017 MA thesis at the University of Arizona, puts forth 

two interpretations for the site’s altar conundrum: one, because of the temple’s orientation, the 

altar was placed in a location atypical for altars and has not been found yet. Although there is 

evidence of burning in the north, the lack of animal bones and regular-sized drinking wares 

suggests this was not the location of an altar or feasting. Or two, there was no altar at the site. 

Rather, Bassai’s east cella entry and close proximity to Mt. Lykaion’s ash altar were connected 

                                                 
3178.41.7ff. 
318 Kourouniotis 1903, Kourouniotis 1910, Yalouris 1979: 89-95. 
319 Voyatzis 1990: 38. 
320 Ibid 38-9; Keyser 2017: 56.  
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and meant to be taken together: “The sanctuary at Mt. Lykaion has an altar without a temple, 

while the sanctuary at Bassai has a temple without an altar.”321  

The site of Bassai seems like an anomaly in the larger picture of sacred space orientation, 

but in the scheme of mountaintop sanctuaries I believe it makes sense. It is a site concerned with 

and conscious of its viewshed in the ancient landscape, and its orientation is less concerned with 

following an architectural canon and more concerned with fitting the needs of its topography and 

local community. This concern is present in numerous other mountaintop sanctuaries including 

the Arkadian sanctuary of Athena and Poseidon on Mt. Boreion near Asea. This site, like Bassai, 

had a north-south orientation and seems to have been placed in the landscape with its visibility as 

a main concern.322 Sanctuaries on mountains seem to define their accessibility less by 

architectural boundaries, such as walls and forests of columns, and more by their elevation, 

setting in the landscape, forests or grove, sightlines, and mythology. When architectural 

developments do occur at mountain sanctuaries they seem to stem from external pressures and 

needs to establish regional prowess or identity from some form of ‘other’. 

Mount Helikon 

 Mt. Helikon in Boiotia became known in antiquity as an important cult site to the Muses 

and Apollo. Hesiod mentions the mountain as the home of the Muses which inspired his poetry.  

αἵ θ᾿ Ἑλικῶνος ἔχουσιν ὄρος μέγα τε ζάθεόν τε, 
καί τε περὶ κρήνην ἰοειδέα πόσσ᾿ ἁπαλοῖσιν 
ὀρχεῦνται καὶ βωμὸν ἐρισθενέος Κρονίωνος·323 
 
They hold the great and sacred mountain Helikon, and they dance around the purple 

springs and the altar of the very mighty son of Kronos with soft step. 
 

                                                 
321 Keyser 2017: 58. 
322 Farnell 18, Frazer 1898 418-19, Hansen 2002, 376, Paus. 8.44.4. 
323 Hes.Theog.2-4.  
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Hesiod’s passage suggests the existence of an altar and spring to Zeus as early as the 7th c BCE. 

The site was considered the location that Hesiod first received the divine inspiration to become a 

poet. Like the mythology of Arkadia, the stories associated with Mt. Helicon often feature deities 

appearing at a moment’s notice. The readiness of these epiphanies seems to act as a form of 

ideological unspoken restriction on behavior at the site instead of one clearly set in place by a 

human authority.  

 Excavation of the site focuses more on the later stages of the sanctuary from the 4th c 

BCE on when a large altar and some kind of art gallery were located at the site. Strabo, 

Pausanias, and Kallistratos describe the site. Strabo refers to the sanctuary as a hieron.324 

Pausanias as a grove,325 and Kallistratos as a temenos.   

 Multiple sacred areas existed on the mountain. On the northern slope of the mountain a 

votive relief was found depicting an unkempt male figure and the inscription θεῖον Ἑλικών. 

Langdon has interpreted the relief to be a representation of the mountain itself.326 There was an 

altar on the summit; Poseidon is noted to have a sacred spring nearby; and lower down the 

northern slope the Muses’ famous sanctuary rested (fig. 19).327 A sacred grove to the nymphs is 

also believed to have been situated somewhere on the mountain but has not been identified. 

Sacred groves in Greek religion generally were an important component to rural sanctuaries and 

had their own set of restrictions on behavior and access.  

 

 

                                                 
324 Str.9.2.25. 
325 Paus.9.26-9.29. 
326 Langdon, 2000: 464 
327 For the relief, see Palagia 1988: 572- 73; There are three inscriptions on the stone, all incorporated as IG VIl 
4240. Zeus: M. Langdon 1976: 109-10; Poseidon Farnell, 1907: 29-31, who sees an early association of Poseidon 
with Hippokrene on Helikon; the Muses: Pausanias 6.29-31; the Nymphs: Strabo 9.2.25. 
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Mount Lykaion 

 Mycenaean activity, the abaton, and chthonic aspect of the Sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. 

Lykaion have already been discussed earlier in this thesis. The site specifically as a mountaintop 

sanctuary, the mythic restrictions that develop at the site, and the 4th c BCE reorganization of the 

site are now considered.  

After Hesiod, later writers continue the traditional description of a precinct at Lykaion 

being restricted from entering and begin to add additional components to the story. Theopompus 

(4th c BCE) for example, says those within the precinct cast no shadow.328 Various 

interpretations of this myth have been put forward. Some argue it is an omen of the 

transgressor’s coming death. This stems from the idea that shadow was perceived as a sign of 

physicality and lacking that meant something was amiss. This idea is put forward by Plutarch’s 

Quae. Graec. 39 regarding the Pythagorean idea that the dead cast no shadow.  It is possible 

Theopompus was speaking in metaphorical sense as the other authors, however he also mentions 

a similar phenomenon that happens at Cyene in Ethiopia (modern Libya) under the astrological 

sign of Cancer. The event in Cyene has been explained by modern popular science. During the 

summer solstice, the longest day of the year, the planet tilts the furthest towards the sun. At noon 

at the tropic of cancer (23 degrees 26’ north), the sun is at a 90-degree angle from the earth and 

anything standing on the ground will not cast a shadow (fig.20). A glaring difference between 

the descriptions of the two places, however, is that the shadow in Cyene is noted to only happen 

at certain times of the year while the myth of Lykaion’s abaton suggests it applies all year round.  

 Turning now to the author Pausanias’s description of the site. Pausanias’ account is the 

lengthiest of ancient sources to survive regarding Mt. Lykaion. By the time he visited, it had 

                                                 
328 Theopomp. FGrH 115 fr. 343. The phenomenon is also mentioned by Pausanias 8.38.6 
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been active for thousands of years and was a developed sanctuary with numerous auxiliary 

buildings in the lower sanctuary. He also indicates that the games used to be held in that area, but 

were no longer. Pausanias describes the location of the altar of Zeus Lykaios on Mt. Lykaion on 

the topmost point of the mountain is ἐπὶ τῇ ἄκρᾳ τῇ ἀνωτάτω τοῦ ὄρους and mentions the 

precinct located nearby.329 

τὸ δὲ ὄρος παρέχεται τὸ Λύκαιον καὶ ἄλλα ἐς θαῦμα καὶ μάλιστα 
τόδε. τέμενός ἐστιν ἐν αὐτῷ Λυκαίου Διός, ἔσοδος δὲ οὐκ ἔστιν ἐς 
αὐτὸ ἀνθρώποις: ὑπεριδόντα δὲ τοῦ νόμου καὶ ἐσελθόντα ἀνάγκη 
πᾶσα αὐτὸν ἐνιαυτοῦ πρόσω μὴ βιῶναι. καὶ τάδε ἔτι ἐλέγετο, τὰ 
ἐντὸς τοῦ τεμένους γενόμενα ὁμοίως πάντα καὶ θηρία καὶ 
ἀνθρώπους οὐ παρέχεσθαι σκιάν: καὶ διὰ τοῦτο ἐς τὸ τέμενος 
θηρίου καταφεύγοντος οὐκ ἐθέλει οἱ συνεσπίπτειν ὁ κυνηγέτης, 
ἀλλὰ ὑπομένων ἐκτὸς καὶ ὁρῶν τὸ θηρίον οὐδεμίαν ἀπ᾽ αὐτοῦ 
θεᾶται σκιάν. (Paus. 8.38.6.) 
 
Among the other things displayed at Mt. Lykaion the most 
astonishing is this. There is a temenos of Lykaion Zeus on the 
mountain itself. Entrance into it is not allowed to humans. 
Someone unknowing of the law who enters unavoidably is not to 
live any longer than a year. Moreover, this is said: everything 
becoming alike within the temenos, both beasts and humans show 
no shadow. On account of this when a beast seeks refuge in the 
temenos the hunter is not willing to pursue it. Instead, standing 
firm outside he cannot see a shadow from it although he sees the 
beast.   
 
 

  Unlike Hesiod, Pausanias describes the forbidden precinct of Zeus as a temenos not an 

abaton. His description of the area clearly separates it from the altar, as he mentions visiting and 

sacrificing at the altar himself. Pausanias’ use of the term temenos for the forbidden area is odd 

as this is the only known temenos in literature that is treated with restrictions similar to an 

abaton. Moreover, in a separate passage he mentions how an inscribed tablet (στήλη) was placed 

in the temenos of Zeus Lykaios after the Arkadians stoned Aristocrates to death for his treason. 

                                                 
329 Paus. 8.38.7 
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τὸν δὲ Ἀριστοκράτην οἱ Ἀρκάδες καταλιθώσαντες τὸν μὲν τῶν ὅρων ἐκτὸς ἐκβάλλουσιν ἄταφον, 

στήλην δὲ ἀνέθεσαν ἐς τὸ τέμενος τοῦ Λυκαίου (“The Arkadians, after stoning Aristocrates to 

death, threw him outside their borders unburied, and they set up a stelae in the temenos of 

Lykaion Zeus.” (Paus.4.22.7)  It seems unlikely the Arkadians would place any kind of written 

decree in an area that promised supernatural death if it was entered. What I believe is more likely 

is that Pausanias is using the term temenos in two different ways. When he describes the stele in 

the temenos he seems to be refering to the entirety of the sacred site in the upper sanctuary (as 

the term was seen in the first chapter), and when he uses the term to refer to the area treated as an 

abaton he is employing the term to mean a separate designated sacred area.      

Pausanias also mentions another restricted area of Mount Lykaion at a cave dedicated to 

Rhea that existed at the site in which only women sacred to the goddess could enter.330 Like Zeus 

Lykaios Rhea had chthonic aspects, and since the sanctuary had Mycenaean origins and perhaps 

Minoan influence, it would not be surprising that it may have had a nearby associated cave cult.   

Despite Hesiod’s account, little is known about the Geometric-Archaic development of 

the Sanctuary. It is not until the 4th c BCE, when the polis of Megalopolis takes control of the 

sanctuary, that the site sees reorganization and indications of increased restrictions.     

In the lower level of the site Kourouniotis identified the hippodrome, stadium, bath 

facility, two fountains, a stoa, and a structure that he identified as a xenon (or hostel).331 All of 

these structures are believed to date to the 4th c BCE. 332 As mentioned above, Arkadia began to 

see some poleis development in the 6th c BCE but the area of Megalopolis in the southwest of 

Arkadia was not a unified polity until the 4th c BCE. During the synoecism, Megalopolis came 

                                                 
330 Paus. 8.36.3. 
331 Kourouniotis 1909. 
332 Kourouniotis 1909:192-196. 
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into control of the Sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Lykaion. When the sanctuary is reorganized and 

monumentalized during this time an increase in restrictions can be observed. Multiple buildings 

in the Lower Sanctuary are dated to this period including the building Kourouniotis identified as 

a xenon building. He dated the building to the 4th c BCE based on pottery finds and inscriptions. 

The building has since been re-classed by current excavations as an administrative building as 

opposed to a hostel.333 Little is known about the administration of the Lykaion Games but two 

inscriptions from the site provide evidence of damiourgoi a group of officials at the site with 

some kind of administrative function.334 The same damiourgoi are mentioned as officials in 

charge of the Arcadian League.335 The appearance of officials at the site indicates a higher level 

of control on the festivals and activities taking place.  

Werewolves 

The etymology of the epithet Lykaios has often been connected with the Greek word for 

wolf λύκος. This etymology has played into one of the stranger myths associated with the site of 

Zeus Lykaios- the aetiological myth of werewolves. The myth is used to explain the origin of 

human sacrifice on the mountain and is alluded to by Pausanias, Pliny, and St Augustine.336 

Pliny credits the Hellenistic author Euanthes for his description of the ritual and provides an 

interesting additional detail for the werewolf myth in the family name of Anthes. Stoll and 

Topffer identify the names Anthos, Anthas, Anthes, and Antheus for "mythical figures of a 

common type-the handsome youth who comes early to a cruel death just because he personifies 

the short-lived vegetation of the year ...,”337 It is possible that the origin of these myths and the 

                                                 
333 Romano and Voyatzis 2015: 210. 
334 Ibid. The inscriptions also revealed names priests of the gods, victorious athletes and their hometowns. 
335 IG V ii 1.  
336 Paus. 6.8.2, Pliny Nat. Hist. 8.81-2; St Augustine De civ. Dei 18.17. 
337 Stoll and Topffer 
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Lykaion rituals was originally vegetational. The word Anthes has a basis in a proto-Indo-

European word *h₂endʰos. Additionally, the word anthes not only has a vegetation connotation 

but can also mean bright or brilliant.338 This could be a connection with the etymology of 

Lykaios meaning light, with nothing to do with wolf. This etymology for the epithet has been 

convincingly argued by Mahoney in his dissertation.339 Mahoney argues, based on the  fifth-

century A.D. Latin author Macrobius, “Λύκαιον must have originally denoted a landscape 

characterized by light or twilight”340 The connection of the word to the landscape is particularly 

interesting and, as Mahoney notes, has Indo-European parallels for place names including lucus 

(sacred grove) and Old English lēah (meadow).341 Both words originally meant “opening to the 

light” or “place where light shines.”342 The possible connections with the myth and the myth 

type of young men who come early to a violent or cruel death associated with Anthes could 

prove to be interesting once more is known about the skeleton found inhumed on the ash altar 

which seems to belong to a young man. The antiquity of the name, its connections with light and 

vegetation, and the later mythic accounts which relate a family name of Anthes to the site might 

have stemmed from the events that led to the skeleton being buried at the site in the first place – 

whether as an act of human sacrifice or otherwise.  

 Groves and Other Rural Sanctuaries  

A sacred grove can be defined as a stand of trees in a religious context without associated 

structures such as altars or temples. As mentioned above, the Greeks in some ways saw the entire 

landscape as sacred.343 Trees came to have particularly specialized worship and specific species 

                                                 
338 LSJ ἀνθέω II.1 see also ἀνθηρός II.3 and 4. 
339 Mahoney 2016: especially 18-34.  
340 Ibid. 20. 
341 Ibid. 
342 Mahoney 2016: 108 especially n. 313 for bibliography on Latin lucus and Old English lēah. 
343 Seidenstricker applies this thought specifically to trees in Greece in his work. He says “eigentlichwaren alle 
Baume heilig und der Wohnsitz von Gottern, Halbgottern” – 14. Modern scholarship on trees and their meaning to 
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were often associated with specific deities. They were an important component of numerous 

rural sanctuaries and often found in conjunction with mountaintop sanctuaries. Much of what is 

known about ancient groves is from the literary record, as much of the ancient vegetation 

landscapes is lost due to land clearing for modern cities or farm land, ancient deforestation 

(especially from the 4th c BCE on),344 and natural causes. Archaeological evidence for planting 

trees at sanctuary sites has been noted at the Hephaisteion in Athens and the temple of Zeus in 

Nemea.345 However although these examples provide interesting evidence for planting sacred 

trees within sanctuaries they are not representative of independent groves.  

While most of our evidence for groves comes from literary sources a complete and 

detailed description of them does not exist in Greek literature. Passing mentions and references 

help parse out evidence such as where groves grew, to whom they were dedicated, how they 

were maintained, and how they were used. From Roman literature there is an extended 

description of a sacred grove in Lucan’s Civil War,346 however the context in which that work 

was written must be taken into consideration. It is not in Greece, and in its context the grove is 

being employed as a hyperbolized locus horridus to emphasize the horrors of war the Roman 

soldiers were being forced to face. As Caesar’s troops cross into modern day France they come 

upon a grove described as having structae diris altaribus area /Omnisque humanis lustrata 

cruoribus arbor (altars heaped with horrible offerings and every tree washed with human gore). 

Pan and the nymphs have abandoned the place and the terror is even more heightened by the 

                                                 
ancient cultures is extensive, on sacred groves in particular a dissertation by Birge is the most comprehensive 
source. Boetticher suggests that groves acted as a precursor for temples when it came to asyla.   
344 Jordan and Perlin, 1984: 153-159. 
345 Bowe 2009: 235, n.2.  
346 Luc.3.399-452. 
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unrecognizable cult statues within the sacred space.347 Regardless of the grove’s foreign and 

alarming nature, Caesar’s men are hesitant to fell the trees. 

 Lucan’s grove provides an antithesis to a standard sacred grove. Groves should be 

exactly what Lucan’s is not. They were meant to be clean natural places that Pan and other rural 

deities might appear at any time and were subject to the same purity restrictions as mentioned in 

Chapter Two. A marked difference however was that there was no evidence that sacred groves 

were subject to other restrictions. Like the early stages of nearly all sanctuaries, the only 

requirement for worship was that the visitor be ritually pure. Once other sacred sites begin to 

have an increase in restrictions due to an increase in sociopolitical complexity sacred groves do 

not seem to have the same increase. Possibly due to their rural extraurban nature or perhaps 

because their limited space did not allow for the architectural development that accompanies 

other sanctuary sites. It is conceivable that groves received an increase in restrictions similar to 

other sanctuaries, and the written record does not directly betray this. To later authors such as 

Theokritos and Pausanias groves seem to come to represent older religion or phases of religion. 

Groves to these authors represent idyllic manifestations of untouched nature outside of city life. 

This representation of groves continuous into the Roman period and beyond and can be found in 

authors from Shakespeare348 to Milton.349 The enforcement of restrictions at groves is almost 

always associated with the deity themselves and not a human authority. Whereas in urban and 

other types of sanctuaries the literary and epigraphical sources suggest it was the sanctuary 

official or the polis that would enact punishment for sanctuary rule breakers, the literature on 

                                                 
347 Luc.3.404-5 for the latin. The entire section 3.399-452. 
348 For the sub-plot of King Lear, Shakespeare relied upon a story from The Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia, the 
epic romance by Philip Sidney, published in 1590. 
349 Arcades is a masque written by John Milton and performed in 1634. The Masque centers around the character of 
Alice Spencer, labeling her as queen of a metaphorical Arcadia that is considered superior to any other realm. The 
piece also served as a basis for Milton's later masque, Comus. Lewalski 2003 :7–8. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masque
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Milton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcadia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comus_(John_Milton)
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groves suggests it is the gods who will appear for vengeance.  This is seen in Pan’s noonday 

assaults, the ready appearances of the nymphs on Mt. Helikon, the mysterious death of abaton 

transgressors at Lykaion, and numerous other myths.   

Besides those associated with groves, many older rural iterations of deities must have 

existed. Their rites were old and familiar, and integral to the way of life of the numerous small 

communities which dotted the mainland and islands of Greece. As communities in Greece 

continued to nucleate the local deities were gradually, and probably not consciously, fitted into 

the evolving mythological complex surrounding the Olympian order of gods. This transition 

appears in myth as certain local deities are conflated with Olympian gods.350 Archaeological 

sites with the combination of local and Panhellenic deities include Athena Alea and Artemis 

Orthia. Certain sites do not see a mixing of deities but rather a co-opting or appropriation of the 

cult site such as Apollo at Delphi, or Dionysos on Keos, and in the archaeological record at 

certain sites where changes in cult practice appear in stratigraphy. Callisto becomes a nymph of 

Artemis, Hyakinthos a consort of Apollo, and Hippolytus, thought to originally be a god 

associated with Troezin, slips into the mythic tradition of Aphrodite and Poseidon. Groves and 

other far removed rural sanctuaries likely maintained some of their local associations and 

identity for at least as long as the tradition was kept alive by its community.  

Sacred groves appear in literature as early as the 8th c BCE in the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

Groves in the Homeric works contained altars and were dedicated to specific deities including 

                                                 
350 Pausanias further conflates the two in myth by suggesting the cult statue worshipped at Artemis Orthia’s 
sanctuary is the one brought from Tauris by Iphigenaia and Orestes - Paus. 3.16.11. J. Boardman provides a 
chronology based on pottery sherds for the Artemis Orthia site that sees a change in ritual practice after a sand layer 
that he identifies as the time period Artemis and Orthia became consolidated. ca 580-560 BCE J. Boardman 1963 
pp. 1-7. 
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the nymphs, Zeus, Athena, Poseidon, Aphrodite, and Apollo. Homer mentions that most sacred 

groves consisted of the poplar tree.   

Herodotus uses sacred groves to highlight impiety among certain military leaders.351 

Placed only a book apart he details the Persian king Xerxes’ reverence (εσεβετο) towards a 

sacred grove and temple he comes across in Achaea.352 After hearing about the grove’s 

sacredness from a local guide, Xerxes commands his army to stay clear of the grove. One book 

later Herodotus tells the story of the Spartan general Cleomenes’ insanity. Cleomenes loses his 

mind while in Sparta, is imprisoned for safety, and begins to mutilate himself. Herodotus reveals 

that Cleomenes’ madness was a punishment from the gods in retribution for his prior insult to a 

sacred grove in Argos. Cleomenes had not only refused to acknowledge several Argive soldiers’ 

asylum rights when they took refuge in a sacred grove but after killing them burned the grove 

down. ὡς δὲ Ἀργεῖοι, ὅτι ἐξ ἱροῦ αὐτῶν τοῦ Ἄργου Ἀργείων τοὺς καταφυγόντας ἐκ τῆς μάχης 

καταγινέων κατέκοπτε καὶ αὐτὸ τὸ ἄλσος ἐν ἀλογίῃ ἔχων ἐνέπρησε.353  Cleomenes’ and Xerxes’ 

acts are contrasted as a proper way to respect a sacred space (heightened by Xerxes status as a 

non-Greek foreigners).354  Xerxes openly desecrates other spaces sacred to the Greeks, but sacred 

groves are special to him as he recounts sacred groves in his homeland which were burned by 

Aristagoras in Sardis: πρῶτα μὲν ἐς Σάρδις ἐλθόντες ἅμα Ἀρισταγόρῃ τῷ Μιλησίῳ, δούλῳ δὲ 

ἡμετέρῳ, ἀπικόμενοι ἐνέπρησαν τά τε ἄλσεα καὶ τὰ ἱρά.355  

                                                 
351 Herodotus 7.197. 
352 Herodotus 7.197 - the grove and temple in question are related to Zeus and the mythic backstory of the golden 
fleece, Athamas the son of Aeolus and his murder of Phrixus. 
353 Herodotus 6.75.3.   
354 Xerxes however is seen commiting acts that go against the Greek ideal of proper numerous other times in the 
histories including lashing of the Hellespont (7.35), his mutilation of Leonidas’ body (7.238), his desecration of 
sacred precincts and images in Athens (to such an extent that Themistocles calls him ‘sacrilegious’ (ἀνόσιος) and 
‘presumptuous’ (ἀτάσθαλος), 8.109.3), the severing in two of the body of the eldest son of the Lydian Pythius 
(7.39), and his allowing his wife Amestris to horribly torture and mutilate the wife of Masistes (9.112). 
355 Herodotus 7.7B.8. 
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Conclusions 

 Landscape plays a major role in the development of religious sites. Different terrains 

contain a variety of types of places and features, thereby offering a diversity of prerequisites 

regarding places linked to the creation and maintenance of belief systems. In this way people are 

both influenced by their environment and in turn manipulate it to better suit their conceptions 

and needs. Belief systems that develop on islands tend to have more water-based mythology,356 

desert dwellers tend to focus on solar deities or on the crucial resources like water, and develop 

myths around oases. Similarly, communities that develop in the marginal landscape of mountains 

or rural areas tend to focus accordingly around crucial resources or natural phenomenon 

associated with the landscape. This can be seen in Poseidon’s role as a god of earthquakes. The 

appearance of the epithet earth-shaker in the Linear B tablet Gg 704 may suggest earthquakes 

was one of his first aspects. Many of the earliest Greek gods seem to have agricultural or fertility 

functions. This aspect of the religion makes sense in a marginal environment where extra work is 

necessary to capitalize on farming and animal husbandry. The religious systems create deities 

that are reflective of societal concerns. Pan and the Nymphs fit well into their environment. Pan 

is half goat and is described as capable of traversing the environment more efficiently than even 

a real goat.357 He physically fits the mountainous environment, and he is often associated with 

hazards of the environment such as heat-exhaustion. These environments play active roles in 

ritual and mythologies, and are necessary to consider in the larger question of a site’s past.  

                                                 
356 Hawaiian and Polynesian gods often are concerned with the sea, fishing, sailing etc. the list of gods include 
Apukohai  a Shark God of Kauai, Kamohoali'i - Keeper of the water of life, Kanaloa - God of the Ocean, Kapo - the 
Goddess of the South Pacific, Keuakepo - God of Rain and Fire, Kuula - God of Fishermen, Laamaomao - God of 
Winds, Moaalii - the Shark God of Molokai and Oahu, Mokualii - God of Canoe Makers, Ukanipo - the Shark God 
of Hawaii, Ika-Roa - the fish that gave birth to all the stars in the Milky Way, Ikatere - fish god; father of all sea 
creatures, Kiwa - divine guardian of the ocean, Punga - ancestor of sharks, Tangaroa - god of the sea, Tinirau - 
guardian of fish. 
357 He is capable of reaching peaks in an instant so steep they are considered goat barren (αἰγίλιψ). 
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 The rural sanctuaries often see less restriction in terms of organized administrative 

control, however, they see restrictions in another sense. Their mythologies are spooky, driven by 

their isolation and unique ecology. These locations are regulated less by humans but more by 

deities and topographic or environmental obstacles. These sites appear to have less restrictions 

imposed on them by governmental bodies, and instead tend to develop strong mythic traditions 

and superstitions that serve to enforce behavior and access at the sites.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

 New information is always coming to light regarding Greek religion. In every period it 

was a dynamic and complex institution that evolved within the context of its restrictions and 

landscape. Physical boundaries and divisions of space can be immensely helpful in determining 

site use and access. The temenos was the first boundary a visitor to a sanctuary site would face. 

The sense from ancient literature reveals a word that always acted to differentiate space from its 

surroundings but only became an exclusively religious word in post-Homeric writing. Abaton 

and adyton however never gain a singular type of use and continued to be used in both sacred 

and secular contexts throughout every period of use. The terms could refer to any space which 

was considered restricted in access, either private rooms such as storerooms or sacred areas that 

laws or custom dictated access be regulated. The application of adyton to the backroom of 

temples is 19th c in origin and did not reflect the ancient use of the word. Oracular seats and areas 

within healing sanctuaries used for inubatio inspiriations were the only specific spaces the term 

adyton was used for in ancient times. However, because these spaces did not have set 

architectural or spatial arrangements the term was applied not to a spatial element but to a 

function. When abata or adyta appear in sacred contexts they were often associated with 

chthonic or very ancient cult worship and could have developed from Bronze Age cult practices 

such as tomb or cave cults.  

 A review of written evidence for legal and other restrictions has revealed that access to 

sanctuaries could be implemented for ideological religious reasons as well as functional ones. 

The most important restriction placed on a sanctuary, and one that can be traced back to Homer, 

was the need for ritual purity. The importance of the concept is highlighted by the large quantity 

of inscriptions and literary references concerning purity, and is expressed clearly by Hippocrates’ 
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assertion that one of the reasons for demarcating temenos boundaries to begin with was to signal 

the need to purify oneself from any potential past pollutions before entering the sacred space. 

Other religiously-rooted restrictions included abstinence from certain activities such as sex and 

drinking or restrictions that governed certain groups by gender or ethnicity. Restrictions that 

were created based on functional or secular practices could range from concerns that arouse in 

reaction to specific events, such as vandalism to a sacred site or other deviant behavior from 

visitors, to practical concerns such as cult fees or occupancy requirements.  

 An increase in restrictions is seen as the sanctuary develops and becomes more complex. 

As the polis developed in the Archaic period, trade increased, resources became more readily 

available, and wealth and power increased among communities. These changes to the social, 

political, and economic structure led to an increase in development and traffic at cult sites and 

the need for more defined and regulated levels of access. This development of the polis can often 

be traced in the physical record of sanctuaries as well.  

 While no literary records outside of the administrative tablets in Linear B exists for the 

Bronze Age, the development of cult sites and their spatial layouts can provide interesting 

information regarding use and access. The institutionalizing of Minoan peak sanctuaries under 

palatial rule parallels the same shift seen in the literary record once central seats of power 

become stronger or more complex. The peak sanctuaries that are co-opted by the palaces are 

built up architecturally and see a shift in votive types (this is seen particularly well as Juktas). 

The new elements of the sanctuaries point toward higher levels of regulation from the previous 

completely open areas. In the Mycenaean Palatial period, Linear B tablets provide evidence for 

the organization of activities connected with ritual or religious activity including feasting and 

dedications to the gods. Place names for shrines and the names of deities appear as well. In terms 
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of spatial arrangements clear intention is seen in the expansion of the citadel walls to include 

Grave Circle A and the cult center at Mycenae. Once the Cult Center was inside the walls, ritual 

activity decreased and appears to be much more closely regulated by the elite at Mycenae.  

 The expected opposite of this pattern is seen in the Iron Age after the collapse of the 

Bronze Age political structure. Sanctuaries from this period are predominantly open-air and 

show little to no indication of restrictions or attempts to control accessibility. In the 8th c BCE the 

earlier trend is seen once more as sanctuaries develop under the new polis systems such as 

Samos, Delphi, and the Athenian Acropolis. The larger the sites grew, either in terms of size or 

activity, the more they were intentionally planned to be more easily regulated.  

 The one type of sacred space that this developmental pattern does not appear to apply is 

rural sanctuaries like mountaintop shrines and sacred groves. Mountains were an important 

feature in the Greek landscape and ideology. The phenomenon of connecting mountains with the 

divine is a cross-cultural idea that can present in many different ways. For the ancient Greeks the 

mountains were considered potential dwellings of the gods especially deities connected with 

nature such as Zeus, Apollo, Artemis, Pan, and the Nymphs. The mountain itself was not 

worshipped but the spaces on it were of major importance. Variations in the topography, climate, 

flora and fauna, and viewshed of mountains in Greece created different contexts within which 

religion and ritual developed. These sanctuaries had an element of isolation and natural 

restriction because of the travel required to reach them. At the same time, the development of 

mountain top sanctuaries was a laborious and costly decision, as transporting material and 

workers was more difficult. This often resulted in more drawn-out development and less 

politically regulated levels of access. Instead, these sanctuaries and areas often developed strong 

mythological traditions that often involved divine restrictions. Rural deities could appear without 
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a moment’s notice to enforce behavior at their sacred spaces removed from urban life. Hesiod’s 

Callisto myth provides the oldest known use of the term abaton. In addition to being the oldest, 

the abaton described in the myth is clearly sacred. The idea of a restricted area at the sanctuary 

of Zeus on Lykaion is picked up by later authors, including Plato and Pausanias, who further 

connection of the site, specifically the altar, with human sacrifice. The site’s unusual character in 

mythology and lack of restrictions from the Bronze Age until the 4th c BCE seems to fit within 

the model of development discussed above for rural sanctuaries. Where the sanctuary differs is in 

its continuity and    

 By taking the literary and physical elements of the temenos, abaton, and adyton together 

as well as the concept of liminal space in developed and rural sanctuaries, I believe two major 

patterns of development can be seen across sites. Despite variations in region, topography, deity, 

or mythology the sites analyzed above display similar patterns of development. As the site’s 

patron polis (or palatial center in the Bronze Age) becomes more politically complex and grows 

in power, the sanctuaries reflect both an architectural growth that affects access and movement 

within the site, as well as an increase in restrictions on the site. This trend is seen across different 

time periods as well as reflected in the discussion on Minoan peak sanctuaries and Mycenaean 

cult sites. Rural and mountaintop sanctuaries on the mainland do not seem to follow this pattern 

due to their remote locations but instead are regulated through mythological and environmental 

restrictions.    
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Map 1: Major sites discussed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Athens 
2. Phigolea 
3. Bassai 
4. Mt. Lykaion 
5. Mt. Helikon 
6. Samos 
7. Asea 
8. Thermon 
9. Pylos 
10. Delphi 
11. Lefkandi 
12. Olympia 
13. Tegea 
14. Juktas 
15. Isthmia 
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16. Knossos 

 
Map 2: Upper Sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Lykaion Romano and Voyatzis, 2014. 
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  Figure 1 Plan of Eleusis Composite plan 

Clinton 1993: 110 fig. 6.1 
 

Figure 2 Plan of the Temple Enclosure At Eleusis 
Priestley and Weale 1833: i.5. 
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Figure 3 Plan of Artemis Orthia. Geometric peribolos highlighted in 
orange. 

Dawkins 1909: 65. 

  
Figure 4 The Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, earliest 

and Archaic Altars 
Dawkins 1909: 26 
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Figure 6 Treasury of the Boeotians wall with inscribed name 
Pamela J. Russell, summer 1992. 

Figure 5 Marmaria District of Delphi. The outermost wall is the classical peribolos (green arrow) and the wall 
just to the north of the tholos is the archaic peribolos (blue arrow). 

Bookidis 1983: 150. 
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Figure 7  Left: Boundary Stone of the Agora found in 1938. Right: 
Fragment of a boundary stone of the sanctuary of the river-god 

Kephissos, worshipped by the phratry Gleontis 
Hesperia 8 1939: 205, Agora I 5910. 
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Figure 8 Adyton as defined by Koldeway 
Hollinshead 1999: 201 

Figure 9  Cult center at Mycenae. The alcove Deitrich associates 
with an adyton is in the top left. 

Morgan 2005 :163. 
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Figure 10 Perirrhanteria from Corinth 
Iozzo 1987: plate 79. 
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Figure 11 Leach's Diagram of Liminal Space Boundaries 
Leach 1976: 35. 

Figure 12 Plan of Juktas Peak Sanctuary 
Smyth 1979: fig. 5. 
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Figure 13 Conjectural perspective drawing of tripartite shrine within 
enclosed area, as depicted on rhyton from Kato Zakros 

Shaw 1978: 436. 

Figure 14 Reconstruction drawing of Grave Circle A 
Drawing by Piet de Jong, Annual of the British School at Athens, XXV. 
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Figure 15 Heraion at Samos. General plan of the sanctuary including building and monuments ranging in date 
from 8th c BCE until Early Christian times (6th c AD) 

Kyrieleis 1993: 128. 

Figure 16 Classical Propylae Athenian Acropolis 
Travlos 1968: fig 614. 
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Figure 17 Parapet panel. Nike adjusting her sandal 
("Sandalizomene") 

Acropolis Museum Acr. 973. 

Figure 18 View of Bassai Classical Temple from the northwest 
Kenneth Sams and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 2004 image 

archive. 
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Figure 19 Map of The Haliartia and the Thespiake 
Wallace 1974: 7. 

Figure 20 Can photographed on the summer solstice about  60 miles 
north of Tropic of Cancer 

Laskow 2012 Smisthonian article 
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